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CAPT. BILL BEACOM TESTIMONY TO CONGRESS
AT MARITIME EDUCATION AND WORKFORCE
HEARING OCT. 17, 2007
Topic: HOW DO WE GET PEOPLE TO WANT TO WORK
IN THE MARITIME FIELD?
I am a second generation Mariner and have been in the
Maritime Industry all my life. I currently hold the 11th issue of a
5-year renewable Master of Towing Vessel license. A Mariner
would say” I have been there and done that.” “That” includes
successfully navigating, as Captain, over 10,000 miles of the
Mississippi River system, and the Intracoastal Waterway plus
attending dozens of Coast Guard and Industry meetings in 14
states and Washington, D.C. To be perfectly honest to this
committee, I can’t come up with even one convincing reason to
join this Industry, unless there are major changes in regulations,
attitudes, and practice.
Mariners are “at will” employees who depend entirely on the
“good will” of management to provide them a good, safe, work
environment. Providing a “good, safe, work environment” costs
money and that affects profit.
Under normal conditions in the transportation industry a
regulatory body protects the employees from unscrupulous
employers, FAA – pilots, DOT – truckers, the FRA – Railroad
engineers. The Coast Guard does not effectively provide this
protection.
Mariner protection shares the same status as an unwanted
stepchild in the Coast Guard. They wanted it initially, but
currently they don’t have the time or resources. They also have a
“conflict of interest” namely the revolving door leading to
employment with Maritime companies. Example: The concept
that an “at will” employee must notify the Coast Guard of
infractions by his employer, in many situations, before they will
enforce existing regulations is ludicrous. This puts all Mariners in
a box without protection if they have an unscrupulous employer.
Since as an individual I resent being put into any box, I can also
say there are good companies out there.
Remember, a “good, safe, work environment” costs money
and that affects profit. Good employers can compete. There
are others who would like to provide a safe work
environment, but can’t make a profit if they do. They just “go
along to get along.” Mariners, once they become aware of
this, will find employment in another industry.
All you need to know about fatigue is there is only one cure
for it – sleep. The current two-watch system means that a licensed
Pilot, because of increased demands on his time, finds it
impossible even to follow existing law. A pilot who stands a 6 on
and 6 off navigation watch is not in compliance with the 12-hour
Rule, 46 U.S. Code 8104(h), if he has any other duties. However,
he is often assigned as the Vessel Safety Officer, and also must see
that everyone on the vessel complies with the company’s safety
management system. In addition he must also manage the crew
endurance management system, and attend to other clerical and
crew-related duties. Safety management rules, where they exist,
require unlicensed personnel to work up to 15 hours in any 24hour period. When at a TSAC meeting in St. Louis, Mo, I
suggested an addition to this rule requiring unlicensed personnel
be allowed at least 6 hours of uninterrupted sleep in that same 24hour period, I was refused. This mindset quickly becomes
apparent to new recruits.
Another ignored part of the problem; Mariners in the past have

always enthusiastically recruited for this industry. Fathers
recruited their sons; sons recruited cousins; and others recruited
their friends.
This industry has been a trade industry. Like all trade
industries, families and social ties were very important. Fathers,
both pilots and engineers, passed their skills to their sons or to
friends. Boats became places where extended social units
formed, with the support provided by such units. Many boats
drew their entire crews from the same location. This was
instrumental to the past success of this industry. People who rode
boats and then moved into management recognized this and did
not interfere. Then, all of a sudden large corporations bought out
small companies; many brought their own management. They
lost the continuity gained over the years. New managers treated
this industry, not as a trade industry, but as a floating factory.
They destroyed all of the social units not only by splitting friends
and family, but also by assigning many of them to a different boat
every trip. This made it impossible for new social units to form.
This one step tore the very soul out of this Industry. Social units
can only form among people with similar backgrounds and
interests. The definition in the Maritime Industry for “similar
backgrounds” is becoming not where you grew up, but where
you did hard time.
The factory management’s reaction is first they downsize
the crews by up to forty percent adding that responsibility to
the remaining crew. Then because accidents increase, they
come up with a paperwork cure, completely ignoring the fact
they caused the problem by downsizing. They make the crew
responsible for administering all the paperwork further
increasing their load. They are at a loss to understand why
people quit because they don’t get enough sleep. The result is
they have fewer crew with less experience because of
recruiting problems and huge turnovers.
The second reaction is to recruit parolees, persons on
probation, and in drug rehab. This has exacerbated the problem.
What sane person would want to live in a work environment
where most of the people have already been convicted of acting
outside the law? There are people on boats, in positions of
authority, who now carry handguns. Other mariners lock
themselves in their rooms when they go off watch, and carry all
their valuables on their person. This is not exactly an environment
a father would encourage his son to join.
The final reaction, they add a new office position to identify a
problem that is self-evident to all Mariners. The new person
knows management won’t accept any blame so any cure will just
include more paperwork, and the problem grows. The cycle
continues, and management still can’t understand why nobody
will work as a Mariner. This industry is now a true “Humpty
Dumpty”; I am not convinced anyone can put it together again.
My proposed solution is a dialogue with Mariners whose
advice will not be compromised because they fear retaliation from
their employers. Management controls all Coast Guard advisory
committees closing off all advice from people who live with the
problems daily. It is up to Congress to level the playing field.
Regulations forcing the entire Industry to provide adequate
manning, ensure the Mariner has a safe work environment,
and require that all Mariners have the opportunity for 7 to 8
hours of uninterrupted rest as prescribed by the new Coast
Guard Crew Endurance Manual and recommended by the
National Transportation Safety Board more than eight years
ago, are long overdue.
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U.S. JUDGE WILL NOT DISMISS CASES
AGAINST USCG ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES
AND CO-CONSPIRATORS
In a hearing before Chief Federal District Court Judge
Helen G. Berrigan for the Eastern District of Louisiana in
New Orleans on October 3rd, the government’s motion to
summarily dismiss three mariner cases DRESSER, ELSIK,
and ROGERS brought against the Coast Guard’s ALJ system
passed its first court test and was NOT dismissed. Judge
Berrigan considered the arguments of counsel, the record, and
the law in reaching her decision.
The government, in the person of Assistant United States
Attorney Schreiber, represented the Coast Guard defendants
in three cases brought by the three mariners against the Coast
Guard. Arguments made by the government’s attorney were
largely inaudible to members of the audience because they
were mumbled into the microphone. LCDR Joseph Kramek
appeared in uniform and represented the Coast Guard. He
said nothing other than to identify himself by name.
The trial is a result of revelations about the misconduct by
Chief ALJ Joseph Ingolia, ALJ Walter J. Brudzinski, and
other government employees on the Commandant’s staff in
Coast Guard Headquarters in Washington, in the ALJ
Docketing Center in Baltimore, MD, and in the Investigations
Office of the Coast Guard’s Marine Safety Unit in Morgan
City, LA, as revealed in court affidavits and in testimony
before Congress by former Administrative Law Judge Jeffie J.
Massey(1)on July 31, 2007. Her testimony and affidavit are
likely to have future repercussions in Congress.
Coast Guard Commandant, Admiral Thad Allen and Chief
Administrative Law Judge Joseph N. Ingolia are being sued in
their official capacities with CALJ Ingolia also being sued
personally. Notably, Judge Berrigan denied Judge Ingolia
absolute immunity from prosecution in paragraph 8 of her
order following the Oct. 3rd hearing. [(1)Refer to GCMA
Report# R-429-K, Congressional Subcommittee Hears About
Coast Guard Abuse of the Administrative Law System.]
Attorney J. Mac Morgan and Attorney Julian Murray
appeared representing plaintiffs DRESSER and ELSIK. The
Coast Guard withheld Mr. Dresser’s license for the past ten
years on charges that, after reviewing his court records,
GCMA considers bogus. Attorney James Doherty represented
Captain Murray Rogers,(1) a member of GCMA. [(1)Refer to
COAST GUARD’S ALJ SYSTEM DUMPS ON
ANOTHER MARINER
By Richard A. Block
Introduction
In 2001, Lt. Eric Shine, a merchant
marine and naval officer, stepped
forward as an expert trained and
educated as a marine engineer at
government
expense
to
report
irregularities on maritime issues
including safety violations, improper
employment
practices,
federal
contracting violations, civil defense and
national security related concerns

GCMA Newsletter #49, pgs. 5-7, The ALJ Scandal Expands:
The Murray Rogers Case]
Captain Murray Rogers and Richard A. Block, GCMA
Secretary, attended the hearing which lasted for about two hours
and is only the beginning of what appears to be a long court battle.
While GCMA supports “law and order,” we have serious
problems with the way the Coast Guard has treated a number
of our mariners. To find out more about some of the past
problems our mariners faced, we recommend you read GCMA
Report #R-315-C, Mariner Drug Cases, and GCMA Report
#R-399, Danger on the Illinois Waterway: Towboat Pilot
Loses License After He Accepts High Risk Assignment.
Additional cases are starting to come to our attention “out of
the woodwork.” We will report one such case in this issue
and other cases in subsequent issues of this newsletter.
We believe, in the interest of fairness to our mariners, that
investigating and prosecuting merchant mariners must be
removed from the hands of the Coast Guard and given to
another governmental entity. With respect and deference to
his background as an attorney, this view appears to parallel
the comments made by Congressman Elijah Cummings,
Chairman of the House Coast Guard and Maritime
Transportation Subcommittee, at the close of the July 31st
hearing in Washington. Even Judge Berrigan commented
near the end of the October 3rd hearing in New Orleans that
she had “Passed by a big pile of smelly stuff.”
Where there is smoke, there is fire – as well as a pervading
stench of corruption. GCMA first presented complaints to
Congressional staffers about the conduct of ALJ trials as early
as 2001 when Captain Greg Periman was denied the
opportunity for discovery. We watched the Coast Guard run
up a number of mariners’ legal bills, drive them to personal
bankruptcy and default, and then cheat them out of just
restitution that supposedly is provided by the Equal Access to
Justice Act as reported in GCMA Report #R-315-C.
The flames of this controversy now are visible emerging
from the Commandant’s office. Commandant Allen is busy
fighting the fire while Congressman Cummings’
subcommittee patiently awaits a cogent explanation – not
simply a denial – of Judge Massey’s and Judge Denson’s
treatment as described in Congressional testimony.
In the meantime, we caution every mariner from old-timers
to the greenest deckhand entering the maritime industry, not to
expect fairness or justice from this tainted system until
Congress resolves these “appearances of impropriety.”
related to the merchant marine, shipping, ports, port security
and related matters.
As a reward for his legitimate
“whistleblower” activities, he was forced to become a
defendant in an endless series of Coast Guard Administrated
proceedings seeking to strip him of his license, livelihood, and
self-respect. Space limits us to only a small part of his story.
[GCMA Comment: If this can happen to an upper-level
licensed merchant marine academy officer, it can happen
just as easily to any of our lower-level mariners.]
GCMA recently looked into hundreds of pages of
documents from Eric Shine, a California resident, a 1991
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy graduate, and a naval
officer. Eric sailed “deep sea” as a third and second
engineering officer. He was approved for testing for
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advancement to first assistant engineer before the Coast
Guard suddenly launched unwarranted Suspension and
Revocation (S&R) proceedings against him on March 6,
2003 to de-rail his open formal civil complaints.
Mariner Penalized for Filing a “Whistleblower”
Complaint with the Coast Guard
Eric Shine, a merchant marine officer and federal
employee under the Merchant Marine Act of 1936, reported
that he tried to prevent a boiler explosion before it occurred
onboard the SS COMET, a U.S. Government (MARAD)
vessel, and also tried to prevent dumping of hazardous
materials at Alameda, CA, from the same vessel.
He first reported the violations to his immediate superior,
the vessel’s Chief Engineer. Failing to carry the complaint
forward onboard ship, he filed a grievance through his
union. He then attempted to report the matter to the Coast
Guard and was fired for doing so. He eventually filed
lawsuits against several former employers for breach of
shipping articles, labor disputes, shipping and safety
violations. That made him a “whistleblower.”
Before and after filing lawsuits, he continued to bring
these matters to the Coast Guard’s attention and asked them
to conduct a proper investigation.
The Coast Guard did conduct an investigation of one of
his complaints lodged in Los Angeles (and thereafter
supervised by MSO San Francisco) when the ship arrived at
Dutch Harbor, Alaska. At the time, the Coast Guard
boarding party reportedly found nothing wrong with the
vessel and then turned their investigation into a vendetta
against the “whistleblower” that continues with a vengeance
today six years after the events took place.
Coast Guard Lieutenant Chris Tribolet in San Francisco
turned the investigation against Eric Shine and eventually
brought license revocation proceedings against him. Having
nothing more than hearsay evidence of a personal nature
contributed by officers and unlicensed crewmembers on the
APL PRESIDENT JACKSON who were unhappy to have
their ship boarded in the middle of nowhere, these men who
did not like Shine then retaliated against him, a former
fellow crewmember, branding him as a “troublemaker” on
their happy ship.
Soon thereafter, Coast Guard MSO San Francisco, in the
person of a Lieutenant Chris Tribolet “investigated” Shine to
determine whether he committed any act demonstrating
“misconduct.” After finding no ationable misconduct,
Tribolet lodged a nebulous charge of medical and mental
incompetence against Eric. However, the Coast Guard is
stymied in proving any alleged mental incapacity during the
time he sailed. Lt. Tribolet even sent an e-mail to Coast
Guard Headquarters that stated in pertinent part: “We may
have to look to tort or admiralty precedents, but I am quite
sure that we can frame the issue to show that there was
misconduct.” Shine asserts that he, indeed, was “framed” in
retaliation for his “whistleblower” activities.
Before the Coast Guard turned on him, Eric Shine
already had filed three lawsuits in Federal court against his
former employers and his union. While disturbing the status
quo does may not win popularity contest, the issues were
serious matters.
Unfortunately, the Coast Guard
proceedings effectively quashed these lawsuits and diverted
attention from the shipping companies and unions to focus

on the person of Eric Shine. We found the similarities
between this case and the DRESSER case disturbing.
To date, no evidence in hundreds of papers of court
documents GCMA reviewed suggested that Eric Shine
committed any act of incompetence, misconduct, or
negligence while acting under the authority of his license.
While there obviously were people who did not “like” Eric,
most of the “evidence” the Coast Guard offered at a “prehearing settlement conference” before ALJ Parlen McKenna
on Aug. 26/27, 2003 was little more than hearsay and
unsupported by live witnesses.
The Coast Guard “Complaint”
The Coast Guard “complaint” filed on Mar. 6, 2003
stated:
— The Coast Guard alleges that the Respondent is medically
incompetent.
— “Due to a major depressive disorder, or other psychiatric
condition, the exact nature of which to be determined
through the hearing process.
That “process” has been ongoing for over four years for
events that occurred 6 or 7 years earlier. He has been detained
and held within the proceedings and not yet received a “hearing.”
Nothing has been proven. He has not worked at sea since the
“process” started although the Coast Guard claims he is still
acting under the authority of his Federal license.
I am not sure what a “mentally incompetent” person
sounds like over the telephone, but I can easily identify a
situation in which I spoke with a person who knows much
more about a number of subjects than I do and has the
ability to prove it. Some of these issues directly impact our
lower-level mariners while others do not. Consequently, I
picked those issues most significant to our audience.
I do know when I am speaking with a mariner who has
“joined the club” of mariners whose lives are/were
completely destroyed by the Coast Guard’s bumbling, if not
clearly corrupted and inappropriate Administrative Law
system. However, it is quite plain from the Coast Guard’s
website that they are increasingly a branch of the military
and their proceedings are actually military tribunals of
civilians who place civilian affairs under military authority.
Summary Decision in Favor of the Coast Guard
Eric was represented by Attorney Peter S. Forgie(1) at the
Coast Guard’s “pre-hearing settlement conference”(2) on
Aug.26/27, 2003. Attorney Forgie, according to the 202page court transcript GCMA examined in its entirety,
presented a number of compelling arguments on behalf of
Eric Shine. Shine supplemented this with his own testimony
presented to prevent ALJ McKenna from “railroading” him.
In reading the transcript, it is crystal clear why Eric Shine
took a number of unusual steps. In fact, he refused to be
silent when it became necessary to protect his interests – a
fact that obviously aggravated ALJ McKenna, who – when I
have seen him in the past – is usually in charge of his
courtroom.
[(1)Important note: Attorney Forgie was
provided by the union and the shipping companies to
represent Shine who was a defendant in a pre-existing civil
complaint. Since Shine had previously sued his union over
his legal representation, this led to conflicts evident in the
hearing transcript since the union turned his legal counsel
over to the shipping companies he had previously
complained about. (2)This did not turn out to be a
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“settlement conference” and was not a “hearing” although
the ALJ unsuccessfully attempted to turn it into one and
force Shine to submit to a mental examination.]
Attorney Forgie’s arguments were supported by a wellworded motion against the Coast Guard aimed at moving the
case to Federal District Court and to restrain the Coast
Guard from depriving his client of his license and livelihood
without due process under the Fifth Amendment of the
Constitution, release him from detention and other unlawful
procedures. Unfortunately, the motion was not successful.
Six months later on Feb. 20, 2004, Administrative Law
Judge Parlen McKenna, in spite of many genuinely disputed
legal issue, issues of material fact, numerous disputed
violations of due process, and contested issues of venue and
jurisdiction, issued a summary decision in favor of the Coast
Guard but without holding the full adjudicative due process
hearing Shine requested.
Appeal to the Commandant Dumps
Judge McKenna’s Decision
Judge McKenna’s order of Feb. 20, 2004 was vacated on
appeal almost three years later by Coast Guard ViceCommandant Vice Admiral V.S. Crea. The case was
remanded for a hearing because the findings of the
Administrative Law Judge did not have a legally-sufficient
basis and the ALJ erred in denying Eric Shine a hearing.
The date of the Vice-Commandant’s decision was Dec. 27,
2006 – over ten months ago and more than three years after
the August 2003 “pre-hearing settlement conference” fiasco.
All of this is public information detailed in Commandant
Decision on Appeal #2661 posted on the internet. Eric
Shine is not “in the Coast Guard.”
The promised hearing still has not been held although
tentatively scheduled for Sept. 25th. and then re-scheduled as
a “procedural hearing” for Oct. 23rd. in Long Beach, CA.
The Coast Guard’s Power to Deny and Delay
Most “lower-level” mariners that GCMA deals with live
from paycheck to paycheck. Consequently, suspending a
license for one or more months can cost thousands of
dollars. In the case of one towboat master as reported in
GCMA Newsletter #40 in June 2006, pgs. 10-12, the cost
was $13,500 of lost wages for one month out of work.
Imagine the cost to a licensed officer of being denied the use
of his license for almost seven years!
[GCMA Comment: Aside from not obtaining a fair
hearing, the Coast Guard shows very little concern about
the financial and personal toll that their “procedural
delays” take upon a mariner. The DRESSER case, for
example, that triggered the current ALJ scandal, shows
that the Coast Guard thinks nothing of depriving a
mariner of his license for more than 10 years. List this
as one cause of the shortage of merchant mariners!]
BYOL (Bring Your Own Lawyer)
Eric Shine wanted to know if GCMA could assist him by
recommending an attorney. His union, that is paid by
membership dues and the U.S. government through a Federal
trust to provide legal counsel, and who Eric also sued,
reportedly refused to afford him further legal representation
after the August 2003 “pre-hearing settlement conference”
unless ordered to do so by the court. This did not happen.

Eric had to represent himself in making his appeal to the
Commandant. And, even though Judge McKenna found him
medically and mentally incompetent, his appeal to the
Commandant was not stonewalled. The appeal resulted in a
decision by the Vice-Commandant’s to remand the case back to
the ALJ. In the meantime, ALJ Parlen McKenna, for reasons
not disclosed, recused (i.e., removed) himself from the case.
Enter Judge Walter J. Brudzinski
However, it is interesting to note that Chief
Administrative Law Judge Joseph Ingolia assigned Judge
Brudzinski of New York to hear this case in southern
California following Judge McKenna recusal.
Our readers will recall the comments made by former
ALJ Massey, at the center of the current and continuing ALJ
controversy, that Judge Brudzinski told her he would not
rule against the Coast Guard for fear of losing his job. This
is who the Coast Guard lined up against Eric Shine in the
“procedural hearing” scheduled for Oct. 23rd. in Long
Beach. It is clear that this has become a “must win at any
cost” case both for the Coast Guard and ALJ Brudzinski!
[GCMA Comment: By allowing Judge Brudzinski to
still decide a case against any mariner, Commandant
Thad Allen “gives the finger” to every working merchant
mariner. We believe this assignment, arises beyond the
“appearance of impropriety” and warrants the
immediate attention of and action by Congress.]
Eric Shine has been left to his own devices to form his
own legal defense for the upcoming “procedural hearing” –
whatever that is – on Oct. 23rd and whatever may happen
thereafter. In addition, he was denied the opportunity to see
any documentation against him that would show any acts of
incompetence as a marine engineer or even to have the
charges read into the record.(2) That makes it hard to defend
yourself. As in other cases previously reported to GCMA(1),
he was blocked from “discovery,” and denied “discovery” at
least five times he reported. In addition, no witnesses or
affidavits supporting the Coast Guard’s contentions were
presented or entered in the August 2003 pre-hearing
settlement conference. [(1) Refer to GCMA Report #R-315C, Mariner Drug Cases, Case #4 – Periman, Captain
Periman was denied “discovery” he requested – all part of
the method the Coast Guard used to discriminate against
our mariners as revealed by former ALJ Massey in court
documents. Transcript, p. 202.]
Being driven into bankruptcy and “out of work” since
the Coast Guard started its witch hunt in March 2003 defines
Eric’s inability to pay an attorney to defend him. It is sad to
realize that our government invested $320,000 in training
him as a marine engineer and to obtain his license during his
four years of schooling at Kings Point. Agents of our
government have conspired to muzzle him for asking for an
investigation to look into allegations of wrongdoing.
Judge Brudzinski is traveling several thousand miles
across the country from New York to Long Beach but, in an
order issued Oct. 11th, limited Eric Shine to a 20-minute
presentation of his case that dragged along without
resolution at enormous cost to the taxpayers and to Eric as
well.
He also limited (now) Lieutenant Commander
Tribolet to 20 minutes. This is “fair, fast, and impartial” –
with the emphasis on “fast”.
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In his order, the Judge quotes 33 CFR §20.309 stating
that each written motion “must comply with the
requirements of subpart 20 for form, filing, and service…”
In a separate order, he criticized a motion submitted by Eric
Shine as follows: “the cited paragraph is indicative of
respondent’s motion practice. Such writing, while clearly
expressing Respondent’s concern over the matter, obstructs
the ability of [Judge Brudzinski] to make rulings on
individual items within the motions. Respondent’s motions
are found to be dilatory, and repetitive and are denied.” In
other words, if it is clear but the judge won’t take the time to
sort it out, then he will just trash it.. All of this indicates that
Coast Guard Administrative Law Judges assume mariners
have formal legal training in filing motions and other courtrelated paperwork.
[GCMA Comment: Few if any of our “lower-level”
mariners have even the most rudimentary legal training
to represent themselves before the existing ALJ system.
Our mariners represent a clear majority of all U.S.
merchant mariners. The time has come to examine the
entire basis of this ALJ system.]
How Unbridled Coast Guard Actions Can
Destroy A Merchant Marine Officer
[Source: Transcript from ALJ pre-hearing settlement
conference of Aug, 27, 2003, pages 95-9; 102-104. You can
read the entire transcript at www.martiallaw911.com In
this excerpt, Peter Forgie., Esq. is speaking in behalf of Eric
Shine.. Emphasis is ours.]
MR. FORGIE: This is his life since January of ‘02 since he
stopped working aboard vessels. They black listed him. His
own union, who is his adversary now, has glumly admitted
that he was wrongfully discharged. We submitted the
arbitration release to you with our documents today, which
they found, and which they assert and acknowledge, proves
that he was wrongfully discharged from the APL
JACKSON.
He has neither gotten any remedy in a civil court, nor has he
been able to arbitrate that wrongful discharge, despite the fact that
even adversaries agree, and the case law agrees, that he was
wrongfully discharged. What has happened since then?
He applied for ten other jobs on vessels between January
and March or April of 2002. What did they do? They
declared him to be disqualified for the jobs, including one
where he was supposedly going to get on some ship that had
some defense-related thing, and they told him because he
didn’t have …small arms training … on a boat. That’s the
reason why they didn’t take him on the job.
Can you blame him for feeling the way he does? Now,
he hasn’t worked since then. He was making good money
before. He hasn’t worked at all. They’ve taken two houses.
He’s driving a car around that he’s looking in the rearview
mirror constantly … they’re going to repossess him.
I was in his house for a while, the house he used to have,
he doesn’t have anymore. He’s essentially a homeless guy.
The creditors were calling about every 20 minutes, and he
didn’t have anything to say to them, because he didn’t have
any money to pay them.
That’s his life now. He has no money. He has no
family, really, to speak of, no real close friends. And he has

– to this day, he has been struggling at this rate and this
intensity for 18 months(1) and he has not gotten a single
sliver of a remedy or really even an acknowledgement.
Because with each passing month, as he becomes more and
more frustrated, the people push back even harder. [(1)As of
Aug. 2003]
And I hate to see that happen; and yet, the Coast Guard
jumps in, in March of ‘03, right at the time when things – he
has been out of work for a year and a half, and they add
insult to injury, or vice versa, file this thing against him,
kick him when he’s down. And then they turn around, and –
you look back at history.
Nothing happened on boats, but they say, “Look at him
now. Look at the guy. He just acts up. He just won’t shut
up. He’s raging and everything.” And they’re using that – it
seems so boot-strapped to me, and it’s so qualitatively
incomplete, inconsistent with the other cases which you’ve
cited regarding competency and whether or not an act of
incompetence is required. They’ve completely disregarded
it and said, “Look at this man at the 11th hour, 59th minute.
He’s a mess. Take his license. And we don’t care about
whether or not we can show that those things had anything
to do with his ability as a marine engineer.” Look at these
documents, and you will see that the letters with the “ha, ha,
ha” and the big bold letters and all that stuff, that isn’t what
he was writing when he was doing grievances about the
MAUI and the COMET and the CAPE ISABEL and the
JACKSON. He was writing very logical, linear thought
patterns, and he had – you may disagree with whether or not
he was right about it, but it was good stuff, and he was
serious about it. And throughout, he has felt that this LPB
thing(1) was fundamental. And as to the grievance process,
the important things needed to be taken care of, and he was
running up against a stone wall. And that degree of
frustration has gotten to the point, with no remedy and no
one really listening to him, where he just is tearing his hair
out. And I just personally think that that is totally unfair to
jump on a guy in that kind of a condition. And that’s what’s
happened here. [(1)LPB = Licensed Personnel Board.]
---------MR. FORGIE: But the fact remains, he was working aboard
vessels for -- 13 years? 13 years…And right up until the
time when he left those boats, right up until the time when
his life, therefore, fell apart, he was acting as totally
competent.
These guys didn't like him, maybe, because he's a
whistle-blower, and he was asserting his union rights and
trying to get the grievance But the fact is –
ERIC SHINE: The canary in the coal mine, like the whistleblower analogy, if the canary is doing the job and telling the
miners to get the hell out of the mine, there's a problem, you
don't go over and beat the crap out of the canary, strangle it,
throw it down and say, "Ah," and go back to work. You
listen to the canary, and you find out what's going on, take
care of the problem and correct it, and don't say, "Oh, the
canary must have some kind of a problem today."
MR. FORGIE: What is at stake here is a guy's career, and
what is at stake is his ability to make an income and what
is…
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The Die is Cast
This appears to be one of these cases where the Coast
Guard will go to almost any length to win – “win at any
cost” destroying trained and experienced American
merchant mariners and leaving American taxpayers to foot
the bill.
In this case, the Investigating Officer, LT Tribolet (now
promoted to Lieutenant Commander and acting as
Prosecutor), graduated from law school at the Coast Guard’s
expense, was promoted in rank to Lieutenant Commander
and moved up to the District Legal Office to continue the
case against Eric Shine. He made all the right career moves.
Apparently the Coast Guard gave their Investigating Officer
and new lawyer free rein and plenty of time and a law
school education to work on this case. He is well motivated
by his career goals to move the cesspool full of paperwork
the case has generated and “win at any cost.”
[GCMA Comment: The government should be forced to
balance the costs and supposed benefits of prosecuting cases
of this nature and hold officers accountable for those
decisions. We believe Vice-Commandant Crea and the
Coast Guard should have dismissed NOT remanded this
case and should take steps to make Eric Shine whole.]
This Case is Part of an Ongoing Controversy
Lt. Eric Shine is left with no options other than to do
battle again with the Coast Guard this new pre-hearing
procedure before an obviously conflicted Judge Brudzinski.
However, judging by his “orders”, the goal of the October
23rd pre-hearing is to prevent fully adjudicating all of the
issues Mr. Shine attempted to present.
Judge Brudzinski from New York, was Chief Judge
Ingolia’s “hatchet man” who was expected to kill the
DRESSER case as alleged in retired Judge Massey’s
affidavit of May 7, 2007 is expected to perform the same
duty again. DRESSER is one of the three cases currently
being prepared for a jury trial in New Orleans.
As the Congressional hearings in Washington on July 31st
and Aug. 2nd demonstrated, the time is long overdue to
challenge the way the Coast Guard, a branch of a military
service, deals with the citizens that pay taxes to support its
programs. Programs like “Deepwater” and ICGS are proving
to be phenomenally expensive; others like the medical NVIC
and TWIC are controversial, and antagonistic. However, even
more outstandingly, the conduct of the ALJ program is
absolutely inexcusable and intolerable.
Several things became very clear in speaking with Eric
Shine:
— Clearly, he was calling out for help from any and all
quarters and needs it badly.
— Clearly, he has focused his life on protecting his career and
reputation on winning this protracted battle with the Coast
Guard’s bureaucracy as he understands what is really at stake.
— Clearly he has become very knowledgeable in a field far
removed from marine engineering or deep sea ship
operations – the legal field.
— Clearly, certain Coast Guard officers set out to destroy his
personal reputation by issuing a “Be On the Look Out”
(BOLO) picture poster for him at military installations in
his hometown of San Diego. The poster did not specify

the charge yet specified that he “May Be Dangerous.”
Consider the connotation such a posted implies to a law
enforcement officer!
— Clearly he has encountered unfairness and corruption and
needs help.
— Clearly the Coast Guard wants to condemn this man and
place a gag order on him.
— Clearly the complexity of this case extends far beyond the
foregoing statements.
— Clearly this Federal Maritime Officer was screwed.
July’s ALJ Hearings in Washington
Events like those covered in this article do not occur in a
vacuum. I will connect the dots as I see them:
July 31, 2007 was the date of the ALJ Hearing in
Congress as covered in GCMA Newsletter #50 and in
GCMA Report #R-429-K. The Coast Guard held the
Committee to a stalemate because the U.S. Attorney in New
Orleans forbade anyone involved in the DRESSER case
including Commandant Thad Allen or Chief ALJ Ingolia
from appearing before the Congressional committee.
Eric Shine’s “hearing” before Judge Brudzinski originally
was scheduled for Sept. 25, 2007. He never received proper
notice. When he found out about it, the hearing was
“postponed” at the last moment and in its reincarnation has
become a nebulous, biased “pre-hearing conference.”
In preparation for the hearing, Eric Shine prepared a
number of motions including a 54-page motion that he
shared with GCMA. We are appalled that the Coast Guard
can arbitrarily destroy any mariner’s career and his ability to
earn a living for years on end. Eric Shine has had to face a
modern-day version of the equivalent to a medieval “Trial
by Ordeal” against a government that appears determined to
crush him absolutely without ever being called to account
for doing so. Unfortunately, this is not the only case where
GCMA has watched this happen, and, frankly, we are quite
sick of it. The Coast Guard obviously wants Eric Shine’s
head served to them on a platter.
Hopefully, the winds of change are starting to ripple the
Coast Guard’s stagnant seas. We are delighted to see that
Chairman Elijah Cummings of the House Subcommittee on
Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation, as a lawyer with years
of private practice, recognizes and understands the problems that
surfaced with the current ALJ system and has declared that he is
taking immediate and suitable corrective measures.
We are proud that J. Mac Morgan, Esq., an Attorney
who stood up for GCMA mariners in the past, is pushing
forward in the DRESSER and ELSIK cases in District Court
in New Orleans, and that James Doherty, Esq. joined forces
with him to assist GCMA member Murray ROGERS.
Above all, we are extremely proud of retired ALJs Jeffie
Massey and Rosemary Denson who stepped forward to
testify at the July 31st hearings in Washington.
GCMA will do its utmost to see that UNITED STATES
COAST GUARD Vs ERIC NORMAN SHINE receives the
attention it deserves and urges others to do the same.
As of mid-October 2007, it appears that Eric Shine finds
himself in an impossible situation he cannot possibly extract
himself from without adequate legal assistance and
intervention by Congress as the Coast Guard has committed
itself to grind him into the dust.
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GCMA MEMBER CLAYTON D. DIAZ
“LUCKY 47” RUNS FOR LOUISIANA
STATE SENATE DISTRICT 21
Running on a platform that “A New Broom Always
Sweeps Clean” Republican Clay Diaz says that he will do his
best to put some common sense and God back in
Government.”
“As your Senator, I will do my best to unite the
communities to work together to fight crime, assist the elderly
and disabled, and address poverty.”
Clay is a native of Bayou Lafourche and relocated to
OPEN MANHOLE COVERS ARE
AN INVITATION TO DEATH AND INJURY
Manholes come in all shapes and sizes. One of the most
common-sense rules aboard any size vessel from dry cargo
barges to large cargo ships is that you never leave an open
manhole unprotected.
Unfortunately, “common-sense” rules do not always
translate into enforceable regulations – at least as far as the
Coast Guard is concerned. GCMA tried to locate a Coast
Guard regulation or even guidance in a NVIC or in the Marine
Safety Manual that required crewmembers to always replace
and secure open manhole covers or protect the openings if
they were required to be left open for any reason but were
unable to find a single enforceable regulation.
While we found many examples of manhole hardware
offered for sale, we did not find any portable protective railings to
keep crewmembers from falling into these openings.
We also found a number of examples of mariners and
other individuals with legitimate business to be on vessels
who had fallen into open manholes. In fact, a GCMAmember Attorney worked on a similar case several years ago.
We prepared GCMA Report #R-426, Rev. 1. Report to
Congress: Challenges Facing the Coast Guard’s Marine Safety
Program – Effectively Regulating the Towing Industry. In its
opening pages, it reports on a barge crewman’s serious
injuries resulting from a fall through an unsecured manhole.
It comments on OSHA’s failure to adequately regulate
thousands of comparable uninspected dry cargo barges.
Unfair Termination
This matter was brought to our attention by GCMA member
and Bosun Paul Herriott who apparently was unfairly fired from
his job on the Matson container ship M/V MOKIHANA by a
termination letter that states in part: “Prior to backloading cargo
in the #2 Cargo Hold, you were directed to be sure the ballast
manhole covers were stowed out of the way of the containers to
be loaded. The covers were not stowed out of the way of the
containers to be loaded, and subsequently the containers pinched
the handles of the manhole covers requiring hacksawing the
handles off in order to free the manhole covers so they could be
secured on the tank openings.”
Paul states: “One might wonder how a longshoreman might
feel or think about going into a dark lower hold with the ballast
manhole covers stowed out of the way of the containers to be
loaded. Leaving the manholes uncovered is a direct violation of
many OSHA regulations including 29 CFR 1910.23.”

Patterson from New Orleans following Hurricane Katrina. He
has been an active mariner for many years, and has supported
GCMA on many important issues to improve health and
safety of our mariners, and worked offshore primarily on
liftboats.
Clay is running in Louisiana State Senatorial District #21 in
portions of St. Mary Parish, Terrebonne Parish, Assumption
Parish, Lafourche Parish and St. Martin Parish. Election day is
October 20, 2007. You can reach him by phone at 985-3991376, by mail at P.O. Box 1841, Patterson, LA 70392, by e-mail
at claydiaz@bellsouth.net or check out his website at
http://www.lasenatedistrict21.com/ Clay’s campaign literature is
available from GCMA at 985-851-2134 (leave message).
While OSHA approaches the matter in a very straightforward
manner in their regulations at 29 CFR 1910.23 (below), the Coast
Guard remains silent on this issue It is part of a very disturbing
trend where the Coast Guard and OSHA signed several
Memoranda of Understanding reserving to the Coast Guard the
job of enforcing occupational safety and health regulations
aboard inspected vessels like the M/V MOKIHANA and then
doing nothing to enforce the existing OSHA regulations or to
draft comparable standards that would replace them. In other
cases, like with asbestos mitigation and hearing protection,(1) the
Coast Guard only provides non-enforceable “guidelines” called
NVICs(2) that protected vessel owners far better than they ever
protected the health of our mariners. [(1)Refer to GCMA Report #
R-445, Sept. 14, 2007. Report to Congress: Coast Guard Failed
to Protect Mariners from Asbestos. (2) NVIC = Navigation and
Vessel Inspection Circulars]
The regulations cited below reflect OSHA’s views on
protecting open manholes in the workplace! We believe the
Coast Guard ought to get this message and marine hardware
manufacturers should provide adequate protective devices to
guard manholes that may be left open regardless of their shape
or size since these regulations were put in place in 1974.
While the Coast Guard diligently investigated the incident
when it was reported to them, it was several months before the
MOKIHANA returned to a different American port. By that
time, all the manhole covers were in place. The Master of the
vessel who signed Paul’s termination letter, made no mention
of the incident in the vessel’s Official Logbook – and, as a
result, effectively screwed the mariner.
As far as the Coast Guard investigators were concerned,
the lack of a confirming entry in the ship’s Official Logbook
meant the event in question never occurred. Nevertheless,
Paul presented the same investigators as well as OSHA
investigators a copy of the company’s employment
termination letter signed by the vessel’s Master affirming that
the incident involving the manhole covers actually did occur.
To their credit, the Coast Guard confirmed in writing that
nothing in the record indicated that Paul’s termination was
justified. Nevertheless, the clear and prevailing fact was that
he was terminated and put ashore in Hawaii. The letter from
the Coast Guard was as far as they would go since they avoid
“involvement in labor disputes.” However, they took no
action against the Master for making incomplete logbook
entries – that effectively favors one side (i.e., management as
represented by the Master) over the other (i.e., seamen).
One clear message from this incident is that mariners
should never look to the Coast Guard to defend them.
Although the Coast Guard appeared to be scrupulously
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correct in the actions they did take, the job of pursuing
monetary claims against an employer is left to attorneys and
the courts – all of which costs money. Money plays several
roles. If a lawyer does not think you have a strong case, or
one he can he can justify extracting a reasonable fee for his
professional time and services (e.g., make money from), you
may not find a lawyer to defend your interests at any price.
That is why mariners join unions or, if licensed, buy license
insurance and income protection.
Paul claimed that unfair termination by his employer cost
him tens of thousands of dollars in lost wages and injured his
reputation.
The Role of OSHA
Paul appealed his termination to his union as well as to a
number of Federal and state agencies. Unfortunately, and
much to his dismay, his union was unwilling to support his
grievance although he was a lifetime member.
[GCMA Comment: On Sept. 30, 2007 Bosun Paul B.
Herriott notified GCMA that he had accepted the
nomination for President /Secretary-Treasurer of the
Sailors Union of the Pacific.]
OSHA was invited to investigate the case as one of
possible retaliation against a whistleblower who reported
unsafe conditions in the workplace – as they are supposed to
do. However, our request for a copy of the OSHA
investigation report made on behalf of Paul Herriott was
promised but still has not been forthcoming.
OSHA regulations do not apply to inspected vessels like
the MOKIHANA.
Several convenient interagency
Memoranda of Understanding in 1983 and 1996 reserve for
the Coast Guard the superintendence of workplace safety
issues on inspected vessels. The following regulations are
those occupational safety and health standards OSHA would
require in shore-based workplaces and aboard uninspected
vessels. These limitations and simple non-enforcement for
thirty-five years on tugs, towboats, work barges, and dry cargo
barges often appear to play against the interests of working
mariners on all vessels.
Regulation: 29 CFR §1910.23
Guarding Floor and Wall Openings and Holes.
(a) Protection for floor openings.
(1) Every stairway floor opening shall be guarded by a
standard railing constructed in accordance with paragraph (e)
of this section. The railing shall be provided on all exposed
sides (except at entrance to stairway). For infrequently used
stairways where traffic across the opening prevents the use of
fixed standard railing (as when located in aisle spaces, etc.),
the guard shall consist of a hinged floor opening cover of
standard strength and construction and removable standard
railings on all exposed sides (except at entrance to stairway).
NEW AND REVISED GCMA REPORTS
GCMA Report #R-311-A. Assigning Responsibility for
Sending an Unseaworthy Vessel to Sea. This report is based
upon an article that appeared in GCMA Newsletter #22, April
2004 in which a licensed Master and the General Manager of a

(2) Every ladderway floor opening or platform shall be
guarded by a standard railing with standard toeboard on all
exposed sides (except at entrance to opening), with the
passage through the railing either provided with a swinging
gate or so offset that a person cannot walk directly into the
opening.
(3) Every hatchway and chute floor opening shall be
guarded by one of the following:
(i) Hinged floor opening cover of standard strength and
construction equipped with standard railings or permanently
attached thereto so as to leave only one exposed side. When
the opening is not in use, the cover shall be closed or the
exposed side shall be guarded at both top and intermediate
positions by removable standard railings.
(ii) A removable railing with toeboard on not more than
two sides of the opening and fixed standard railings with
toeboards on all other exposed sides. The removable railings
shall be kept in place when the opening is not in use.
(iii) Where operating conditions necessitate the feeding of
material into any hatchway or chute opening, protection shall
be provided to prevent a person from falling through the
opening.
(4) Every skylight floor opening and hole shall be guarded
by a standard skylight screen or a fixed standard railing on all
exposed sides.
(5) Every pit and trapdoor floor opening, infrequently
used, shall be guarded by a floor opening cover of standard
strength and construction. While the cover is not in place, the
pit or trap opening shall be constantly attended by someone or
shall be protected on all exposed sides by removable standard
railings.
(6) Every manhole floor opening shall be guarded by a
standard manhole cover which need not be hinged in place.
While the cover is not in place, the manhole opening shall be
constantly attended by someone or shall be protected by
removable standard railings.
(7) Every temporary floor opening shall have standard
railings, or shall be constantly attended by someone.
(8) Every floor hole into which persons can accidentally
walk shall be guarded by either:
(i) A standard railing with standard toeboard on all
exposed sides, or
(ii) A floor hole cover of standard strength and
construction. While the cover is not in place, the floor hole
shall be constantly attended by someone or shall be protected
by a removable standard railing.
(9) Every floor hole into which persons cannot
accidentally walk (on account of fixed machinery, equipment,
or walls) shall be protected by a cover that leaves no openings
more than 1 inch wide. The cover shall be securely held in
place to prevent tools or materials from falling through.
(10) Where doors or gates open directly on a stairway, a
platform shall be provided, and the swing of the door shall not
reduce the effective width to less than 20 inches…
large offshore service company conspired to send a self-elevating
“liftboat” with a rusted-through hole in her bottom on a voyage in
the open waters of the Gulf of Mexico off the Texas coast.
46 U.S. Code §10908 states: “A person that knowingly sends
or attempts to send, or is a party to sending or attempting to send,
a vessel of the United States to sea, in an unseaworthy state that is
likely to endanger the life of an individual, shall be fined not
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more than $1,000, imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both.”
However, nothing like that ever happened! Unfortunately, our
mariners seldom see the Coast Guard enforce meaningful
penalties against company officials although the Master
supposedly received a “letter of warning” for his participation
in the affair. However, GCMA was never able to obtain a
copy of that letter under FOIA and, therefore, has no proof
such a “letter of warning” was actually issued.
GCMA Report #R-370-D, Rev. 5. Work-Hour Abuse,
Whistleblower Protection, and Deadhead Transportation.
Industry continues to manipulate the Coast Guard to cover up
unsafe acts that imperil our mariners. However, more and
more mariners recognize that the Coast Guard only
“investigates” mariners while turning a blind eye to corporate
infractions or impose minor civil penalties viewed as nothing
more than “the cost of doing business.” More mariners either
are coming forward or voting with their feet to say that
“enough is enough.”
Coast Guard project managers have told us they have no
intention of addressing vessel manning issues in the new
towing vessel inspection regulations that are still on the
drawing board.
That dodges a very important and
controversial issue for many more years and will continue the
large turnover of mariners and exodus from the industry.
Earlier this year, TSAC successfully shunted any
discussion of “Deadhead Transportation” (i.e., fulfilling the
statutory requirement of providing deck officers with sixhours “off-duty” before taking charge of a navigation watch)
into some future “safety management system.”
Two years ago at a TSAC meeting in St. Louis, the
committee ignored Captain Bill Beacom’s request to provide
unlicensed personnel with a minimum of six hours of
uninterrupted rest in every 24-hour period.
Thoroughly inadequate “whistleblower protection” for our
mariners remains as full of holes as Swiss cheese. As it
currently exists (as described in this report) it provides
virtually no protection that our mariners can count on. All of
these things are reflected in our latest revision of this
longstanding report.
Nevertheless, GCMA keeps “whistleblower protection”
alive and on our GCMA Legislative and Regulatory Agenda(1)
and nurtures a hope that this more attentive Congress will act
to improve this situation later this year. [(1)Refer to GCMA
Report #R-332, Rev. 3, Item 8]
GCMA Report #R-445. Report to Congress: Coast Guard
Failed to Protect Mariners from Asbestos.
It’s not like asbestos contamination has been an unknown
and unpublicized danger to the public for the past thirty years.
Remediation has taken place in all sorts of public buildings
including schools throughout the nation. However, it remains an
unresolved problem on many inspected and uninspected vessels
that our mariners serve on. It is (or was) a problem on every
“old” vessel afloat including most vessels over twenty years old.

NEW LAW NOW ALLOWS FOREIGN SEAMEN
TO WORK ON U.S. FLAG CRUISE SHIPS

OSHA prepared a comprehensive set of regulations that apply
to shipyards and shipyard workers dating back to 1974.
However, we discovered that those regulations apparently do not
apply to our mariners who serve on those vessels. While the
Coast Guard has an excellent policy manual on asbestos
remediation, it only applies to Coast Guard vessels and facilities
and not to the merchant vessels where our mariners work
However, twenty years ago the Coast Guard did prepare
“guidelines” for merchant vessels in their NVIC 6-87. The
problem is that a NVIC, unlike a Federal regulation, is not
enforceable – which apparently makes adherence to it of far
less importance to Coast Guard inspectors. Nevertheless,
NVIC 6-87 does represent “good practice” even if it is dated.
The question GCMA Report #R-445 brings to mind is who
is responsible for protecting our mariners when we report on
their behalf that they are involved in asbestos remediation
work aboard an inspected vessel owned by a public company
and that the workers are provided no respiratory protective
gear with which to perform this work.
We thought that the lead inspection Agency would be the
Coast Guard and called on them to inspect the vessel where this
work was taking place. Several weeks later, they acknowledged
they were, in fact, the lead agency and sent us a copy of their
guidelines – but never inspected a damn thing!. Since the
work was also taking place at a shipyard and involved shipyard
workers and contract personnel as well, we also contacted
OSHA. Neither the Coast Guard nor OSHA raised a finger
to investigate the matter and to protect our mariners.
If this is the best the Coast Guard can do, we believe their
inspection program is in real trouble! This is especially true when
the time finally arrives to bring over 5,200 towing vessels under
inspection. Many if not most of these vessels are over twenty years
old and may have “materials containing asbestos” on board.
This lack of effective enforcement of safety and health
regulations is similar to a situation we reported on to the House
Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure in our written
testimony contained in GCMA Report #R-350, in “Issue #13” of
that report submitted on August 2, 2007. Again, in that case, the
Coast Guard only issued “guidelines” rather than regulations that
we believe did not safeguard our mariners’ hearing as adequately
as if it had been in regulations checked at each vessel inspection.
In judging their effectiveness, “guidelines” are meaningless
because they are not and cannot be enforced. Industry realizes
this and ignores many such guidelines with impunity.
What happened to the Congressional purpose and policy “to
assure so far as possible every working man and woman in the
nation safe and healthful working conditions…” as contained in
§651 of the OSH Act of 1970? Our mariners, as “at will”
employees, fear losing their jobs if they step out of line.
In this report mailed to over 100 U.S. Senators and
Representatives, we challenged them to look into this aspect
of the Coast Guard’s vessel inspection program.
GCMA Report #R-446. Proposed Rule Changes Affect
Towing Vessel Officers. See article below.
[GCMA Comment: GCMA supports the views of the
Sailors Union of the Pacific as expressed in this article and
wishes to bring these views to the attention of our lowerlevel mariners.]

[Source: Sailors Union of the Pacific, West Coast Sailor, Aug.
24, 2007. Comments and emphasis are ours.]
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Act for Fiscal Year 2007 passed in the dying days of the
Republican-controlled 109th Congress, has capsized nearly a
century of maritime law regarding citizenship requirements for
merchant mariners in U.S.-flag vessels.
The special interest legislation promulgated by Norwegian
Cruise Line America (NCLA) saw the light of day with the
publication of an Interim Rule by the U.S. Coast Guard in the
April 24 issue of the Federal Register.
The Interim Rule amends 46 U.S. Code §8103 allowing
NCLA – a subsidiary of Hong Kong-based Star Cruises Ltd. –
to employ non-resident aliens in the steward's department in
the two large passenger vessels it operates in the Hawaii
cruise trade.
Current law under Title 46 requires that unlicensed seamen
on documented vessels of the United States must be of the following status: citizens of the United States; lawful permanent
residents of the United States; or foreign nationals enrolled at
the United States Merchant Marine Academy (King's Point).
No more than 25 percent of such unlicensed seamen may be
lawful permanent residents.
Under the defense bill, also known as the John Warner
Act, which was passed by the House of Representatives 39823 and with the unanimous consent of the Senate and signed
by President Bush on Oct. 17, 2006, the Coast Guard is
directed to issue U.S. Merchant Mariner Documents to nonresident aliens to work in NCLA's vessels.
These non-resident aliens are required to have a U.S.
government security check of the relevant domestic and
international databases, as appropriate, or any other national
security-related information or database.
Only foreigners that have been employed, for a period of
at least one year, on a passenger vessel, including a foreignflag cruise vessel, under common ownership or control of
Norwegian Cruises/Star Cruises are eligible for employment
in NCLA's U.S.-flag Hawaii fleet.
Non-resident aliens may only work for an aggregate period
of 36 months of actual service on all authorized (over 70,000
gross tons) large passenger vessels combined. Once this 36month period has been reached, the U.S. Merchant Mariner's
Document becomes invalid and Norwegian Cruises must
return it to the Coast Guard. Then, apparently, it's back to the
company's foreign-flag vessels.
Only 25 percent of each of NCLA's U.S.-flag vessels can
be comprised of foreigners and they are prohibited from working in any job with the authority to receive stores or
provisions; allowing unescorted access to restricted spaces on
the vessel; with security-related responsibilities; or with any
operationally critical shipboard duties.
NCLA claims that high crew costs and increased
competition from foreign-flag cruiseships has directly
contributed to the decrease in the profitability of their U.S.flag fleet. By dumping its American steward's department the
company estimates it can reduce labor costs by approximately
$5 million to $10 million annually.
[GCMA Comment: If foreign business interests can
effectively manipulate Congress, no other American
mariner should consider his or her job secure.]
According to NCLA, the annual turnover rate for U.S. unlicensed mariners working as "hospitality staff" (steward's
department) on its Hawaii vessels has been as high as 200 percent, suggesting – again according to NCLA – "The undesir-

ability by U.S. licensed mariners to work in hospitality
positions under the five months on and one month off crew
shift conditions.
[GCMA Comment: These obviously are not attractive
working conditions for mariners on a vessel sailing on
strictly domestic voyages.]
"NCLA told the Coast Guard the overall turn over rate for
unlicensed (including deck and engine personnel) is 110
percent. The unlicensed deck and engine departments are represented by the SIU-Atlantic, Gulf, Lakes and Inland Waters
District, while the steward's department is represented by an
SIU affiliate.
Wages, hours, and working conditions for the foreign
mariners aboard NCLA's U.S.-flag ships remain an open
question. While the company has told the Coast Guard it
intends to honor its current steward's department.
…The Coast Guard's Interim Rule does not require NCLA to
extend current labor agreements to non-resident alien mariners.
According to the Coast Guard, "the collective bargaining agreement between the affected owner and the Union will determine
non-resident alien compensation and pay."
Although the United States is a signatory to the
International Labor Organization's Merchant Shipping
(Minimum Standards) Convention of 1976, the defense, bill
passed by Congress does not mandate the Norwegian cruises
pay the non-resident aliens the same prevailing wages as the
American crew.
Since the Interim Rule. went into effect the day it was
published, the Coast Guard anticipates that it will issue U.S.
Merchant Mariner Documents to approximately 600 to 800
non-resident aliens within the first year of the rule. By the
end of the second year of the rule it will issue an additional
900 to 1,200 documents "to support non-resident alien crew
shift change and reserve.
[GCMA Comment: The National Maritime Center has not
proven that it can adequately handle issuing mariner
credentials to our American mariners. Refer to GCMA
Report #R-428-D. Report to the 110th Congress: Substandard
Coast Guard Merchant Marine Personnel Services.]
After this two-year implementation period, NCLA intends
to maintain an average full complement of 1,500 to 2,000
onboard, shift, and reserve non-resident alien crewmembers
under this rule”
Lundeberg Expresses Union Opposition
On behalf of the Union, SUP President Gunnar Lundeberg
submitted the following comments to the Coast Guard on July
20:
The Sailors' Union of the Pacific herewith expresses its
objection to both the process and content of this rule which
allows employment of non-resident aliens in large U.S.-flag
passenger ships. Undermining a fundamental principle of
U.S. maritime ,law, the rule shows a cynical disrespect for
unlicensed U.S. mariners is contrary the intent of the original
legislation enabling the Hawaii cruise ship monopoly, and will
initiate a variety of trends with negative consequences to the
U.S. merchant marine.
Moreover, the legislation that
produced this rule lacked the full discussion that befits a
transparent and democratic process. The hasty publication of
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an interim rule, bypassing the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
phase, confirms the same failure. The following chronicles
these objections in detail.
Emanating from the John Warner National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2007 (the Act), this Rule
will weaken defense readiness. The reliability of the qualified
U.S. mariner pool – a pool that is necessary to meet the
nation's sealift manpower needs – is becoming more and more
difficult to maintain. The delayed impact of the integration of
training requirements of the STCW Code, onerous new
physical evaluation standards, and the new credentialing
requirements of both the Merchant Mariner's Credential and
the Transportation Worker's Identification Credential (TWIC)
have all combined to make the pool less elastic. Manpower
studies have noted the importance of expanding the job base
of civilian merchant mariners if the U.S. military is going to
continue to rely on commercial operation of critical defense
sealift ships. This job base is known technically as the
"supportable pool," or those mariners that are directly
connected with an actual billet. Experts have repeatedly
warned that the decline of this pool of mariners endangers the
surge readiness of defense assets.
Furthermore, steward department positions in Hawaii
cruiseships have long been a point of entry into the unlicensed
mariner ranks as entry-level employees gain valuable seatime
and experience and then migrate to the deck or engine
departments in other parts of the industry. The commercial
maritime industry has precious few entry-level positions, a
situation widely acknowledged as major cause of the present
recruitment crisis. This Rule removes a large block of such
jobs and thus undermines the ability of the unlicensed
manpower pool to regenerate and expand itself as necessary.
This rule purports to preserve maritime security by
requiring non-resident aliens aboard the Norwegian Cruise
Lines of America ships to submit to a U.S. government
security check, a company background check, and by
restricting their role to the steward department. It also
mandates that such workers must possess a clean disciplinary
record with the company, cannot be from a country that is a
designated state sponsor of terrorism, and must have been
employed for a least one year in the company's foreign-flag
vessels.
These standards are inadequate by themselves, but by
comparison to the security and vetting standards required of
U.S. mariners are far beneath what the Coast Guard has
previously determined to be appropriate for safety and security
aboard U.S.-flag vessels. U.S. mariners, of course, are required
to submit to federal background checks as well as safety and
suitability checks. The advent of the TWIC, which does not
apply to foreign mariners, will add another layer of clearances
and documentation while costing U.S. mariners time and money
in its acquisition. As the Sailors' Union argued during the
TWIC rulemaking process, all seamen in American ports
should be subject to the TWIC rule. But it is one thing to not
require foreign seamen in foreign flag ships to possess a
TWIC in U.S. ports; it is another to exempt foreign seamen in
U.S.-flag ships from the TWIC.
[GCMA Comment: This action by Congress appears to
undermine the purpose of TWIC and makes the entire
onerous bureaucratic process even less credible.]

The real weakness in the rule's security standards is that it
depends on unreliable or non-existent information from foreign
sources. Foreign mariners do not undergo real background
checks because either the privacy laws of some labor supply
countries prevent the collection or distribution of personal
information or else the information does not exist. The
employer background check, then, is nearly meaningless in
security terms since in most cases it will be based only upon
information generated by the mariner or the company. Foreign
mariner claims without independent verification are of little
value and company information can only be reliably based on
behavior during the period of employment.
The Coast Guard is well aware that large passenger ships
are high on the list of potential terrorist targets, especially
U.S.-flag ships that specifically serve a dedicated U.S. market.
Relaxing the security standards of a high-value target is not
consistent with the national strategy of a risk-based approach
to maritime security.
Employment of aliens in U.S.-flag ships, under terms and
conditions that must only comply with Merchant Shipping
(Minimum Standards) Convention of the International Labor
Organization (ILO 147), may eventually create a separate and
lower tier of mariners sailing under the U.S.-flag, putting
downward pressure on prevailing wages, setting lower
standards for benefits, and degrading conditions that already
force many mariners to leave the sea.
Neither the Act nor the rule require the alien seamen to be
employed under the same collective bargaining agreement as
presently applies to U.S. seamen, and the Coast Guard has
only the assurances of the company that it will do so. Despite
the notification of that intent, the company retains the right to
re-negotiate a collective bargaining agreement specific to the
alien seamen.
[GCMA Comment: Our lower-level mariners witnessed
“union busting” campaigns in 1988 in New York, 1998 on
the Western Rivers, and from 1999 to 2003 along the Gulf
Coast. Without union protection, our mariners are little
more than “at-will” pawns of their employers.]
Exercising that right would mean the introduction of new
and potentially destabilizing leverage in U.S. maritime labor
relations, since the baseline is only ILO 147, i.e., the
extremely poor wages and conditions of most of the world's
flag-of-convenience fleet.
Although the rule limits the total amount of nonresident
aliens to 25% of the entire unlicensed crew in these ships, it
establishes an important precedent for future action. If the
rule does not improve NCL turnover, for example, or if
another company in a similar situation argues for a similar
exception, the rule can be used as a basis for expanding the
total number of billets available to foreign seamen and
reducing the number of jobs available to American seamen.
In this way, the rule could signal the beginning of a slow
dismantling of the essential citizenship underpinnings of U.S.
maritime law with regard to seamen.
The original legislation creating the NCL's Hawaii
cruise ship monopoly held out job creation as part of the
justification for such an unusual proposal. To now reduce
the number of jobs available to Americans is to run counter to
that intent.
Further, some shipping companies recently pursued
legislation to allow permanent riding gangs composed of non-
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resident aliens to do the traditional work of unlicensed
American seamen. The initiative was defeated by the SUP
and the MEBA, but this Rule reinforces the concept and will
embolden companies to attempt other uses of foreign labor to
gain unfair competitive advantage.
Additionally, by allowing non-resident aliens to fill
positions that have experienced high attrition, the Coast Guard
is interfering in the operation of commercial maritime labor
markets. Higher wages, better benefits, and decent conditions
are the traditional and effective methods of reducing attrition.
This Rule prevents those markets from operating freely by
allowing NCL to compete for crews under different rules than
those that apply to other U.S. flag companies. The Coast
Guard lacks statutory authority for such interference.
The enabling statutory
language was buried in the
massive
2007
defense
authorization bill. It is ironic
that a provision that reduces
the ability of the maritime
industry to build and maintain
the pool of qualified mariners
who serve the critical
logistical function of supplying our
troops overseas should find its genesis in a defense bill. But it

is improper to make such a sweeping revision to a longstanding and central tenet of U.S. maritime law without a full
discussion, airing the facts, hearing all sides, and considering
the consequences. In this case there was no such discussion.
Additionally, the Coast Guard has bypassed the Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking phase of public comment, skipping
ahead to an interim rule and thus further limiting the
discussion.

GRETCHEN TO THE RESCUE

turning the ship in the anchorage to allow the MISS JULIE to
find a lee and move the bunker barge away from the larger vessel.
However, a crewmember from a Coast Guard utility boat near the
scene stated that the situation had become urgent.
G&H dispatched the GRETCHEN to assist in turning the
ship, and that part of the operation went smoothly. But the
SIU boatmen also discovered that the crewmembers from the
MISS JULIE (which is owned by Hard's Marine Service, Ltd.)
had abandoned their boat and moved to the barge because they
feared sinking.
The GRETCHEN lashed up alongside the barge and towed
it along with the MISS JULIE to Galveston Harbor. (The
MISS JULIE had broken all of its face wires and could not
tow the barge without assistance.) By around 5:30 a.m., the
barge and pushboat were secured at pier 21 in Galveston.
Captain Steven J. Huttman, director of marine operations at
G&H Towing, noted that the captain and crew of the GRETCHEN
"performed with a great deal of professionalism and superior seamanship in taking a loaded hunker barge in tow alongside. This is
a task that is not routinely performed by our crews."
Jeff Preston, director of safety and training at G&H, agreed,
adding, "The decisive action by the crew of the GRETCHEN preserved life, property and the marine environment."
Branch, Mathews and Fabain all have completed safetyrelated courses at the SIU-affiliated Paul Hall Center for Maritime
Training and Education, located in Piney Point, MD.

[Source: Seafarers Log,
Seafarers International
Union, Sept. 2007]
SIU boatmen from
G&H Towing in the
Houston area provided
badly needed assistance
to a pushboat crew and
also secured the boat and
a barge during the pre-dawn hours of May 18.
G&H officials praised the quick thinking and efficient
actions of Seafarers from the tugboat GRETCHEN, including
Capt. Charles R. Branch Jr., Mate John A. Mathews, AB John
E. Fabain and Engineer Roy M. Saldana.
The operation began shortly after 3 a.m. when the watch
supervisor at Houston's Vessel Traffic Service relayed a call
to G&H Towing for assistance in helping the pushboat MISS
JULIE move a bunker barge from alongside the vessel
EXCELLENCE, which was anchored in Bolivar Roads. The
barge had just transferred fuel to the EXCELLENCE and was
banging into the side of the ship's hull due to choppy waters
and three-foot swells.
The original request called for G&H to assist the pilot in
BRIDGE ISSUES
[Source: As published in the Sept. 3, 2004 issue of The
Waterways Journal.]
Dear Mr. Shoulberg,
Page 19 of your July 10 issue shows a picture of a crane
barge replacing the movable bridge span of the Bayou Boeuf

[GCMA Comment: We urge our mariners to pay much
greater attention and respond to rulemaking changes
whenever given the opportunity to do so.]
In all our wars and conflicts, U.S. merchant seamen have
routinely risked their lives, sailing into harm's way time and
again to protect democracy and the American way of life.
They who have served this country with such faithful
dedication deserve legislation and rulemakings that strengthen
the legal foundations of the U.S. merchant marine. This Rule
does the opposite. The Sailors' Union of the Pacific therefore
respectfully requests that the Coast Guard delay
implementation of this rule until its ramifications can be fully
understood. The Sailors' Union of the Pacific further requests
that the Coast Guard refer the rule to the Department of Labor
and the Government Accountability Office for review.

railroad bridge in Amelia, LA whose caption states that it was
“damaged when it was struck by a tug and barge.” This pix
demonstrates the “can do” effort of the marine industry and its
heavy and attentive industrial base of the Morgan City area. It
also highlights a bridge that clearly obstructs marine traffic.
The last time I passed through the swing span several years
ago, it appeared both antiquated and dilapidated.
The bridge is on the BNSF main line between New
Orleans and Houston. Aside from heavy freight traffic, it
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carries AMTRAK’s Sunset Limited between New Orleans and
Los Angeles. Several years ago, another tug and barge struck
the same bridge and, if I recall correctly, just about 10 minutes
before the Sunset Limited was to cross the bridge – enough to
recall the Sunset Limited’s 1993 plunge into Bayou Canot, the
45 lives lost, and its lingering effect on the towing industry.
The Coast Guard now maintains all its accident reports
centrally at Coast Guard Headquarters. Our association
requests copies of many of these reports from time to time at
request of our mariners and when they are ready to be released
to the public.
The Coast Guard (CG-3851) is very
accommodating as long as we follow their rules and are not in
a rush. Our Association obtained over 700 accident reports
over the years, comments on some and analyzes others in our
Newsletters and GCMA Reports posted on the internet.
Occasionally, we are surprised as we were when we
furnished a copy of your photograph and caption and found
that the Coast Guard had no information on the accident.
Could it be that nobody reported the accident? Perhaps they
cannot find the records because the date of the accident and
the name of the tug and barge were not mentioned in the
report. Certainly it cost over $25,000 to mobilize a derrick
barge, move it to the bridge span, lift the span, take it to a
shipyard, repair it, and return it to the site and re-install it.
What about the cost in delays to the railroad that, in previous
accidents further down the line were reported at $1M per day.
The recent highway bridge collapse in Minneapolis leads
us to reiterate that railway bridges are as important as highway
bridges. I recall an accident a few years ago when a rock tow
rammed an AMTRAK railway bridge across the Susquehanna
River [Enclosure #1] that carries the high speed commuter

and long-distance electrified passenger traffic between
Washington, Philadelphia, New York and Boston. In that
case, it took GCMA several years and a number of letters to a
very uncooperative marine safety office in Baltimore to obtain
this report – from which we drew and posted a number of
comments.
Fortunately, the accident involved “only”
$400,000 property damage, no fatalities, but some significant
lessons for mariners and Coast Guard investigators.
The Minneapolis disaster brings up our failing
infrastructure. It should mean greater attention to obstructive
railway bridges like the Burlington Railroad Bridge
[Enclosure #2] that has long been on Truman-Hobbs Act list
for replacement and the infamous EJ&E bridge across the
Illinois Waterway. The Coast Guard Bridge Administration
knows of these problems, has done its job, but only Congress
can fund the work.
Our role as a mariner Association is to pass along
information and lessons from previous accidents to our
mariners who pass under these bridges. However, in cases of
overhead bridge allisions, we also pass along advice to the
Coast Guard, and when they fail to act, we then petition
Congress as we did in GCMA Report #R-411, Rev. 4,
Congressional Oversight is Necessary to Prevent Continuing
Overhead Clearance Accidents.
We are pleased that Congress asked the Department of
Homeland Security’s Inspector General to look into the Coast
Guard “investigations” process with a report due out this Fall.
Very truly yours,
s/Richard A. Block
Master #1186377, Issue #9
Secretary, Gulf Coast Mariners Association

MEDICAL NVIC

to the career are being
driven away by the weight
of bureaucracy, unfair
restrictions and mandates.
"It is worth considering
the context in which mariners
work today as we discuss this
issue," the unions wrote.
"Fewer young people are
attracted to our industry.
There is a widespread morale
problem among those who
still follow the profession. Mariners are constantly required to do
more with less. They are constantly under pressure from a number
of sources, such as foreign competition. They are being treated as
criminals if they have accidents and they are being restricted to
their vessels in the name of security in violation of ISPS."

[Source: IOMM&P, Sept. 1, 2007. Emphasis is ours.]
MM&P advocated strongly for mariners' right to a fair
medical review system at the Sept. 11-12 meeting of the Coast
Guard's Merchant Marine Personnel Advisory Committee
(MERPAC). The meeting focused primarily on the Coast
Guard’s proposed medical NVIC and the upcoming
comprehensive review of STCW.
With respect to the medical NVIC, MM&P argued for a fair
medical review system based on a network of Coast Guardapproved medical examiners. The medical professionals in the
network would be specialized in interpreting the relevance of
medical information in the context of the maritime industry. This
type of system, which is already in place in the United Kingdom
and Australia, would benefit mariners and the Coast Guard alike
since it would allow contact between the medical evaluator and
the applicant.
Under the scenario being proposed by the Coast Guard, on
the other hand, lengthy medical forms filled out by
practitioners would be remotely vetted at Coast Guard offices
by bureaucrats. "The Coast Guard’s proposed system takes
the medical examiner out of the loop by making that person a
data collector with little input into the final decision on
medical fitness," MM&P says.
Together with the Marine Engineers' Beneficial
Association (MEBA), MM&P submitted a statement at the
MERPAC meeting urging the Coast Guard to take into
account the fact that today's merchant mariners and aspirants

The two unions said in the statement that relations between
merchant mariners and the Coast Guard were "at a low point,''
citing the fact that the Coast Guard is now even set to oppose
a proposal at the International Maritime Organization (IMO)
that would require investigating authorities to inform mariners
of their rights after an accident.
[GCMA Comment: We agree that relations with the Coast
Guard have never been lower. This is currently documented
in fifteen (15) reports submitted to Congress on matters we
believe the Coast Guard should have acted upon.]
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MM&P had been joined in an earlier statement of
opposition to the NVIC by the American Maritime Officers
and the Seafarers International Union. In that statement, the
unions said that as proposed the NVIC would result in
unnecessary medical examinations and interventions, an
unnecessary increase in costs for mariners and union health
plans, and reduced competitiveness of our industry since
foreign mariners would not be subject to the NVIC.
MERPAC accepted a Task Statement from the Coast
Guard to continue its review of a modified draft NVIC with
the goal of providing recommendations at its spring meeting.

In the meantime, however, the Coast Guard is reportedly
going ahead and applying the NVIC in its current form to
applications for new licenses and renewals….

TWIC TWITCHES

bleeding from a wound caused by barbed wire crossing a
border fence to have access to maritime jobs.
The cost of a new TWIC will now be $132.50 (or only
$105.25 if you previously completed a comparable “threat
assessment” by the Coast Guard). However, if you lose or
damage your TWIC card, the “replacement cost” will rise
from $35 to $60 to pay for the increased costs of bureaucracy.

There appears to be life in an idea that showed all the signs
of dying months ago. Apparently, preparation for its funeral
was premature. The Coast Guard and the Transportation
Security Administration (TSA) published another “Final
Rule” in the Federal Register of September 28, 2007 (at 72 FR
55043+). We read it!
Among other things, TSA will allow additional nonresident aliens to apply for a TWIC if they are working in a
job that requires them to have unescorted access to a regulated
maritime facility. This complex section, starting on page
55041) appears to allow just about everybody who is not

[GCMA Comment: The Coast Guard fully intends to cram
their hated medical guidelines down our mariners’ throats.
Many mariners, with many good years of service left in them,
will be forced out of the industry before they reach
retirement age. It is time to recognize the Coast Guard for
what they have become – a major threat to our mariners!]

TWIC Enrollment Lurches Ahead
Separately, enrollment for TWIC cards will begin in
Wilmington, DE, on October 16 with 11 other ports starting
with Corpus Christi, TX open for enrollment in November.
The House Committee on Homeland Security will hold a
hearing on TWIC on October 18th.
smaller ships, which may only have one or two watertight
doors to prevent flooding the entire length of the ship.

SECURE WATERTIGHT DOORS WHILE
UNDERWAY
[Source: USCG Safety Alert #3-07]
This safety alert reiterates the need for vessel operators to
ensure that watertight doors are always closed while
underway, except when being used for access. This alert is
the direct result of a collision between a 534' cargo ship and a
166' offshore supply vessel. The incident occurred on the
Mississippi River, in a restricted visibility situation. As a
result of the collision, the offshore supply vessel capsized and
sank. The crew of five was lost.
During the ensuing investigation of this incident, evidence
was uncovered that indicated the offshore supply vessel was
operating with its watertight doors in the open position. This
is a violation of 46 CFR 174.210(e), which states that the
master must ensure that a watertight door is always closed,
except when being used for access.
Watertight doors are a critical part of a vessel's
subdivision, and consequently a critical part of damage
stability considerations, so the importance of keeping these
closed is very obvious. This becomes even more critical on
SEA SCHOOL COOKING SCHOOL
[Source: By Captain Eberhardt, The
Waterways Journal, Sept. 4, 2007.
Comments and emphasis are ours.]
Catering to the offshore oil and
gas industry Sea School, opened its
“Son of a Sea Cook" Workboat
Cooking; School in Bayou La

Please, Keep These Doors Closed!
The Office of Design and Engineering Standards, Naval
Architecture Division (CG-3PSE-2) developed this alert.
Questions pertaining to this safety alert may be addressed to
LCDR
Tracy
Phillips
at
(202)
372-1373
or
Tracy.Phillipsuscq.mil.
This material is provided for informational purposes only
and does not relieve any existing domestic or international
safety, operational or material requirement.
[GCMA Comment: You may recall this collision between
the OSV LEE III and the M/S ZIM MEXICO III occurred
on Feb 21, 2004 – over 3½ years ago. The vessel was cut
up for scrap in Morgan City some months later. Although
this alert provides an important reminder to all mariners,
it is notably late in coming.]
[GCMA Comment: Our FOIA request for this accident
report dated Feb. 24, 2004 has not been filled indicating that
the final report has not been made public GCMA File M-459.]
Batre, Ala., near Mobile.
Capt. Ron Wahl, who operates Sea School in Ft. Lauderdale,
St. Petersburg, New York, Charleston, Jacksonville, Puerto Rico
and Panama City, Fla., said each school offers a curriculum that is
specific to the needs of its locale.
Ft. Lauderdale focuses on yachting while the school in
Puerto Rico is the only one in the U.S. that is approved to
teach in Spanish, he noted. At Bayou La Batre, it’s a
workboat environment and curriculum.
Some time ago, Capt. Wahl said he recognized a boat crew
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by their uniforms at a grocery store and followed them around
as they shopped. The crew split up and went in different
directions, mostly stocking up on munchies, he said. He could
see they were not shopping from a list.
After they checked out, he said he walked up and asked if
they prepared a grocery list from a meal schedule. “They'll
eat whatever we bring ‘em,” was their response.
His Cooking School teaches a 28-day cycle of meals,
including safety, cleanliness and good hygiene.
[GCMA Comment: GCMA Report #R-395, Rev.2. Safe
Potable Water and Food Service for Commercial Vessels of
Less than 1600 Gross Register Tons: An Appeal To Congress
brought significant galley-related health problems to the
attention of Congress.]
One goal is for students to be able to go back to the vessel
and prepare a reasonable shopping list based on specific meals
to be prepare.
He has a water filtration system in the kitchen, teaching
students how to maintain it because “not all boats have good
drinking water.”
Bayou La Batre is a shrimping and fishing town, made
famous by the movie Forrest Gump, with shipyards and workboats. There are not a lot of fast-food restaurants for the
students, so the Cooking School students prepare meals for as
many as 60 to 70 students daily during the week, with up to 47
males and l2 females being live-in students.
Living in bunk rooms on the third floor, the male students
are exposed to a life similar to that aboard vessels. Now that
the school has two live-in security guards providing 24-hour
protection, he has made two bunk rooms for women students
on the second floor.
Previously, women students stayed at a nearby motel, but
that did not allow them to assimilate with the other students
and learn a lot about the industry in after-hours chats or study
groups, he said. Two class rooms were converted to bunk
rooms for the women.
One of the features of the menus are "rough weather"
meals, Wahl explained, saying these are pre-cooked meals that
can be put in the freezer and pulled out on days when “you
don't want pots of liquids sloshing around on the stove.”
The school teaches the basics of standard meal
preparation, using chicken, beef and pork roasts, and chopped
meat. There are not a lot of pies and pastries, but Wahl said
be teaches a “fantastic” rice pudding that most seamen like.
COAST GUARD RELEASES FINDINGS
ON BOW MARINER TANKER EXPLOSION
[Source: AOSUSA, Catholic Maritime News, June 2006.
Emphasis is ours.]
Coast Guard Releases Findings on Tanker Explosion.
Report reveals numerous problems, safety violations
contributing to BOW MARINER tragedy.
The U.S. Coast Guard has concluded that the captain of the
runaway-flag chemical tanker BOW MARINER – which during
the early evening hours of Feb. 28, 2004 exploded and sank off
the Virginia Coast – violated safety practices by ordering
crewmembers to open empty cargo tanks for cleaning.

Since the cooking is for boat crews, the menus include
gumbo, jambalaya and etouffee, of course. More traditional
meals are also taught. Menus are solicited from other Sea
School students on tow and oil field boats.
He also teaches “color and variation.” A lot of untrained boat
cooks prepare rice and potatoes at the same meal, he said. Too
many boat crews have health problems after their time afloat
because they did not have the proper diet, he realizes, so healthy
cooking with vegetables is stressed in class.
Sea School offers a full range of navigation, deck, engine
room and tankermen classes in preparation for upgrading
Coast Guard certification.
A former Navy electronics technician, Capt. Wahl said he later
began teaching classes along the East Coast and lived aboard a
catamaran boat, sailing to different cities for classes.
“It was a great life,” he said. But as is the fate of many
entrepreneurs, business was so good he started to expand. “I
lost that laid back lifestyle, but I really do enjoy the
interaction with the students. That's something I don’t think I
will ever be able to give up.”
Wearing a straw hat and sporting a nautical beard, Capt.
Wahl looks every bit the part of an old salt as he explained the
“Son of a Sea Cook” name he gave the school.
In the days of yesteryear aboard sailing vessels, the ships
would often he gone for long periods of time. It was not
uncommon for a female cook to return to port pregnant, he
said. When the child was born, the birth certificate would
often not list anyone as the “father”. So being a “son of a sea
cook” meant you were a “bastard” he said with a twinkle in
his eye. In the classic movie “Arsenic and old Lace,” the lead
character, played by Cary Grant, could not identify himself as
a “bastard,” because it was inappropriate in that era of movies,
so he said lie was a “son of a sea cook,” Wahl explained.
“We stay with our students after class is finished and help
them with any issues that may arise in getting their certifications,” Wahl said. He related some of the many battles he has
had with the Coast Guard over licensing issues.
[GCMA Comment: It is time to take control of merchant
mariner licensing away from Coast Guard officers and place
it in the hands of individuals with training and practical
experience at all levels of n the merchant marine]
He also helps the students find jobs after class. Word of
mouth from satisfied students is Sea Schools best advertising,
he said.

Nearly two years after the 570-foot vessel exploded and
claimed the lives of 21 crewmembers, the Coast Guard on Jan.
3 released its final incident report on the catastrophe.
Investigators blamed gross negligence on the part of the
vessel's captain for the massive loss of life and said that
opening the tanks' hatches caused highly flammable vapors to
escape onto the deck, where the crew of the BOW MARINER
was working. A spark ignited the mixture of air and vapors
from a gasoline additive, the investigators said.
The investigation also found that Greek Capt. Efstratios
Kavouras abandoned ship without sending a distress call or
trying to save his crew, contributing to the high death toll.
Investigators blamed the Greek company that managed the
ship and the senior officers on board for the disaster. The
report said there was a failure to comply with the company's
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and ship's safety, quality and environmental system that likely
exposed crewmembers to toxic vapors. Investigators also
noted there was poor communication between the ship's Greek
officers and its Filipino crew.
The Singapore-flagged chemical tanker was built in 1982
and was managed by a Greek company, Ceres Hellenic
Shipping Enterprises Ltd. Its owners, Odfjell USA, are
headquartered in Houston.
According to the Virginian Pilot newspaper, the BOW
MARINER – which picked up its cargo of methyl tert butyl ether
(a flammable liquid used as an additive in unleaded gasoline) in
Al Jubail, Saudi Arabia, on Jan. 24, 2004, and unloaded part of it
in New York on Feb. 25, 2004. Prior to the catastrophe, the
vessel had been carrying 3.1 million gallons of the ethyl alcohol,
along with 192,904 gallons of heavy fuel oil and 48,266
gallons of diesel fuel. While the ignition source could not be
determined, investigators said it probably came from one of
the following: electrostatic discharge, mechanical sparks
caused by metal-on-metal contact, faulty electrical equipment,
hot soot or particles from the ship's smoke stack or funnel, or
even sparks from changing batteries in a flashlight.
Because the tanks had not been washed or mechanically
ventilated, the concentration of vapor was well above the “upper
explosive limit” for methyl tert butyl ether, the report said.
Opening all the cargo tank hatches permitted vapors to escape at
deck level, exposing crewmembers to a greater risk of an
explosion from an accidental spark.
The ignition produced two major explosions less than two
minutes apart that began at 6:06 p.m. Feb. 28, 2004. The
blasts resulted in catastrophic structural damage to the vessel
and caused immediate flooding that sent crewmembers who
had survived a series of explosions into the icy water. The
explosions were heard on shore, more than 50 miles away, and
witnesses from a passing tanker that arrived first on the scene
described a ring of fire extending for hundreds of yards from
the stricken ship.
At around 6:30 p.m., the Coast Guard received its first and
only distress call from one of the BOW MARINER's Filipino
crewmen and quickly launched a search and rescue mission. The
ship sank in one hour and 32 minutes.
The flight crew of Coast Guard divers who responded to the
scene quickly plucked six survivors out of the sea. They
immediately were transported to a makeshift triage center set up
at the Ocean City, Md. Municipal Airport and later to area
hospitals.
Eighteen other crew members on the BOW
MARINER weren't as lucky. Searchers recovered only one other
body following the explosion. Three crewmen who were
recovered died from exposure and other injuries.
Kavouras, 51, whose body was among those missing after the
explosion 50 miles east of Chincoteague on Virginia's Eastern
Shore, was one of three Greek officers aboard ship and drew
much of the criticism from investigators.
However, also contributing to the disaster "was the failure
of the operator, Ceres ... and senior officers of the BOW
MARINER to properly implement the company's and vessel's
Safety. Quality and Environmental System," investigators
said. For example: Cargo tanks were not fixed in stationary
positions or neutralized of their chemical activity as required;
procedures for cleaning tanks were not followed; procedures
for entering confined spaces were not followed; the failure of
one of two required blowers used to disburse vapors was not
reported; monthly fire drills were not conducted; training was

scheduled and recorded in the minutes of a safety committee
meeting but not actually held.
“Opening of all of the hatches for the empty cargo tanks, as
was done on the BOW MARINER, fails to conform to any
known customary marine practice,” investigators wrote.
“Because the tanks had not been washed or mechanically
ventilated, the concentration of vapor was very high and certainly
above the upper explosive limit for the MTBE. Opening all of
the cargo tank hatches permitted vapors to escape at deck level,
where the crew was actively working. This exposed them to
toxic vapors and increased the likelihood of an explosion to
initiate from an accidental spark.”
Investigators also cited significant culture problems
between the officers and crew. The Filipinos said they were
treated with disrespect by the officers and were constantly
threatened with being fired. The report goes on to state that
the vessel's senior officers, all Greek, were abusive to the
junior officers and crew, all Filipino.
“The survivors clearly feared the Greek officers, and each
stated that they would obey any order from them, even if they
knew the order to be unsafe,” the investigators said. The chief
cook and his assistant said the fear of the Greeks extended to
the galley.
Reynaldo A. Tagle, 51, a messman. said the officers were
verbally abusive and constantly threatened to send him home if
he did not work harder or faster. Chief Cook Dominator M.
Marentes, 57, likewise feared losing his job, the report said.
"While these may have been the usual complaints of the
lowest ranking crewmen aboard ship, there can be no question
that such fear can lead to a shipboard culture where safety takes a
backseat to preserving one's livelihood," the report said.
“Filipino officers did not take their meals in the officers mess,
were given almost no responsibility and were closely supervised
in every task,” according to the report.
The second assistant engineer, identified in the report as
Edimar L. Aguilar, 48, working aboard a Ceres ship for the first
time, was upset that he was chastised on his first clay aboard
because he inquired about his management and administrative
duties. The attitude toward Filipino officers and crew was not
limited to the BOW MARINER, the Coast Guard said.
As part of the investigation, Jerry R. Crooks Jr., senior
investigator for the Marine Safety Office in Norfolk and the
investigating officer for the BOW MARINER, wrote that he
visited a sister ship, the BOW TRANSPORTER, in Singapore,
and observed many of the same attitudes.
“The Filipinos were only permitted to speak to the
investigating officer and Singapore officials in the presence of the
senior officers, leading to obvious nervousness," Crooks wrote in
the report. “Nevertheless, several crewmembers made statements
confirming the same cultural divide existed aboard the BOW
TRANSPORTER.” The Coast Guard recommended that its
report be sent to the governments of Greece, the Philippines and
Singapore, as well as to the owners and operators of the ship and
international and American shipping interests.
The U.S. attorney's office in Norfolk issued subpoenas to get
them to speak before a grand jury, but only after promising
immunity from prosecution. The Coast Guard cited Ceres for
pollution and has recommended a fine of $11,000, said Crooks,
the senior investigator. That case is pending.
The BOW MARINER explosion was the worst of four tank
ship explosions that occurred worldwide between December
2003 and June 2004, resulting in a total of 27 deaths.
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RISK OF CRIMINALIZATION TURNS OFF
POTENTIAL MARINERS
The tendency of some governments to unjustly hold
seafarers criminally liable for accidents involving damage to
the environment is yet another disincentive to young people
who would otherwise choose careers in the merchant marine,
according to Jon Whitlow of the Seafarers' Section of the
International Transport Workers Federation (ITF).
In a Sept. 7 speech to a conference on maritime manpower in
Singapore, Whitlow said that moves towards smaller crews and
USCG CASUALTY REPORTING SHORTCOMINGS
Several years ago, GCMA became aware that many
employers did not file personal injury reports with the Coast
Guard as required by regulation when mariners were injured
in the line of duty – some did, but many didn’t! The
regulation that applies is 46 CFR 4.05-1(a)(6) as follows:

46 CFR §4.05-1 Notice of Marine Casualty.
(a) Immediately after the addressing of resultant safety
concerns, the owner, agent, master, operator, or person in charge,
shall notify the nearest Sector Office, Marine Inspection Office or
Coast Guard Group Office whenever a vessel is involved in a
marine casualty consisting in—
(6) An injury that requires professional medical treatment
(treatment beyond first aid) and, if the person is engaged or
employed on board a vessel in commercial service, that
renders the individual unfit to perform his or her routine
duties…
Form CG-2692 is used for reporting both vessel
casualties and personal injuries. At GCMA, our
concern centers around the “personal injury” issue
rather than vessel accidents. We requested that the
Coast Guard provide us with their statistics as to
when the Agency detected that no report had been made. The
statistics, covering the period 1991 – 2006, when printed out
in very small type filled six ledger-size sheets, 11” x 17”
(e.g., pages 1 thru 6 below). Civil penalties were issued in
some cases but not in others. Here is what we found when
(and if) the Coast Guard discovered a discrepancy:
Violation: 46 CFR 4.05-10 Failure to file Written Casualty
Report (CG-2692) within 5 days
NO PENALTY
(page 1) 20
(page 2) 41
(page 3) 12
(page 4) 10
(page 5) 16
(page 6) 22
TOTAL = 121 or 45.6% received no penalty
Violation: 46 CFR 4.05-10 Failure to file Written Casualty
Report within 5 days
CIVIL PENALTY
(page 1) 13
(page 2) 3
(page 3) 39

faster turnaround times, along with ever-increasing training
requirements, are adding to the pressure that today's mariners
feel. He said the situation has reached "a crisis point" and called
on governments to ensure that "mariners are treated in a manner
that preserves their human dignity at all times."
[GCMA Comment: The prospect of facing criminal
charges also turns off many of our mariners currently in
the system. In addition, our lower-level mariners have
good reason to believe the Coast Guard’s current
Administrative Law system is biased against them and
treats them as if they were “criminals.”]
(page 4) 41
(page 5) 41
(page 6) 6
TOTAL = 144 or 54.4% received some penalty.
Violation: 46 CFR 4.05-1(a)(1-10) Failure to give
Immediate Notice of Marine Casualty
NO PENALTY
(page 1) 43
(page 2) 54
(page 3) 13
(page 4) 8
(page 5) 10
(page 6) 11
TOTAL = 139 or 39.2% received no penalty
Violation: 46 CFR 4.05-1(a)(1-10) Failure to give
Immediate Notice of Marine Casualty
CIVIL PENALTY
(page 1) 29
(page 2)
15
(page 3)
56
(page 4)
58
(page 5)
50
(page 6) 7
TOTAL = 215 or 60.8% received some penalty.
GCMA Attorney Mark Ross discovered a serious
reporting problem 5 years ago when one large offshore
company failed to report 44 injuries that were serious enough
for each of the injured parties to seek legal representation and
file a lawsuit. However, the problem goes much deeper than
this. Our mariners do not work in a safe and healthy
workplace, and the Federal agencies that are supposed to
protect us consistently fail to do so. Of these agencies, the
Coast Guard is foremost but OSHA certainly is not blameless.
We documented parts of the story in the following reports and
continue to solicit additional reports from our mariners:
— GCMA Report #R-349. Protecting Mariners’ Hearing
— GCMA Report #R-395, Rev.2. Safe Potable Water and Food
Service for Commercial Vessels of Less than 1600 Gross
Register Tons: An Appeal To Congress.
— GCMA Report #R-445, Report to Congress: Coast Guard
Failed to Protect Mariners from Asbestos.
— GCMA Report #R-341. Rev.3. Smoking and Merchant
Mariner Health & Welfare Issues: A Petition to Congress
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NEWS ABOUT THE
NATIONAL MARITIME CENTER
Another Change of Address!
Effective October 1, 2007, the Coast Guard National Maritime
Center (NMC) has relocated from its high-rent office in
Arlington, Virginia to a temporary office a hundred or so miles
away in Kearneysville, West Virginia. Plans call for a permanent
move to Martinsburg, WV in December. You can access
additional information about changes at the National Maritime
Center
at
What’s
New
at
the
NMC
at:
http://www.uscg.mil/stcw/wnnnmc.htm.
Contact details for the temporary office are:
USCG National Maritime Center
130 East Burr Boulevard
Kearneysville, WV 25430
Tel: (304) 728-9100
Fax: (304) 728-7373
Sob Story About Processing Applications
This e-mail message was dated August 10th.
“As you know, the Mariner Licensing and Documentation
program is facing tough challenges. Mariners are complaining
about lengthy delays in receiving their credentials, about poor
customer service, and about inconsistencies regarding policy.
[GCMA Comment: True, and we are in the forefront with
GCMA Report #R-428-D and making no secret of it.]
“One of the main reasons mariners are experiencing delays is
the fact that the RECs and the NMC spend a large amount of time
obtaining information missing from the mariner’s application
submission.”
[GCMA Comment: The Coast Guard wastes huge amounts
of time and constantly frustrates our mariners by requiring
them to submit their life’s history in the form of a complete
application for every renewal, endorsement, or upgrade.
Then Coast Guard employees get bogged down as they
reprocess all that information.]
New Procedure
“To help reduce the percentage of incomplete applications
from entering the evaluation stage of our process, we’re
implementing a new procedure that shall be used at all RECs. As
the NMC begins to receive “ready for evaluation” applications
from the REC, the inventory of active applications will be
reduced because we won’t be spending time waiting for missing
information. This will result in faster processing of credentials.”
[GCMA Comment: In other words, your incomplete
application will sit and rot at your local REC until you send
them any and all missing information. Isn’t that what was
used to happen – unless the local REC “passed the buck” up
the line to the National Maritime Center?]
Key Coast Guard Personnel Retire from NMC
The Coast Guard personnel in charge of merchant mariner
licensing and documentation were pushed from pillar to post over
the years. This is not an office that most Coast Guard officers
find advances their career. It is a dead end, a backwater.
When I first visited Coast Guard Headquarters in 1970, I met
with Captain C. T. Newman and then with the people writing

exam questions. I recall the exam “item writers” seated in a
large, bleak open room without partitions on small, uniformly
neat government-issue desks cranking out their work. Next, these
item writers moved out to the Coast Guard Institute in Oklahoma
City leaving the remainder of the Merchant Vessel Personnel (GMVP) division at Headquarters in Washington. The next move
brought the exam item writers back to the Washington area – at
least those who chose to make the move – and many didn’t. New
people must learn old policies and precedents and often find it
easier to create new ones. There have been a number of
wholesale “reorganizations” at Headquarters which is an
extremely disruptive process when it affects several hundred
thousand licensed and certificated mariners and their employers,
training schools, etc.. Such a reorganization occurred in the mid1990s when the National Maritime Center was “created” and
located in Arlington along with an unfathomable dither of
STCW-95 bureaucracy that confused and confounded most
lower-level mariners.
On each of its “moves” the Coast Guard discarded
experienced personnel who had acquired knowledge of the
licensing and certification process and assimilated dozens new
faces with “new ideas” and little or no knowledge of the industry
they were dealing with. Certainly, they had no knowledge of our
lower-level mariners. In the 1990s, the Coast Guard truly
managed to screw up the move to computers as documented in
GCMA Report #R-401-B, Finally Answered: How Bureaucracy
Wrecked the Coast Guard Merchant Marine Licensing and
Documentation Computer System.
Now, with their latest move from the metropolitan
Washington area out to the “sticks” in West Virginia, our hapless
mariners are in the throes of still another governmental
“reorganization” with a plethora of new ideas and new
approaches by a new crop of uniformed “experts” who are busily
cranking out new directives.
At the same time, some of the key personnel in Arlington
decided to retire. Among the retirees is Stewart Walker who
retired after 44 years of military and civilian Coast Guard service.
If any one person knew all the answers to reconcile past policies,
it was Stu Walker. Also retiring was Chief Engineer Perry
Stutman who was in charge of the Engineering Section before
taking over the entire license examination section a number of
years ago.
Not everybody believes all the changes are for the better. For
example, an article on REC Consolidation that appeared in the
Waterways Journal September 17th edition states in part:
“Consolidating the evaluation process for mariners’
documents and licenses in the foothills of West Virginia is
creating even more hardships for seamen, said Capt. Ron Wahl,
who operates Sea School in seven cities.
“He said he knows of not one experienced evaluator from the
17 Regional Examination Centers (REC) who has accepted a
permanent position at the National Maritime Center (NMC)
being built in Martinsburg, WV leaving the evaluation process to
mostly inexperienced personnel…
“He suggested that by taking away the responsibilities of
RECs in 17 major port cities and retraining new people a long
way from any seaport eliminates a mariner’s chance of face-toface contact with the person in control of his future…
“The Coast Guard has set up various committees to receive
input on licensing and documentation changes, he said, but these
committee positions are held almost exclusively by management
personnel in industry. Some of the committees he mentioned
were TSAC, MERPAC, and NOSAC. “Who represents the
individual mariner?” he asked rhetorically.
This is a question GCMA posed many times in the past.
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USE EXTRA CAUTION IN
ENCODING AIS SYSTEMS
The U.S. Coast Guard has circulated an
alert that reminds all ships to make sure that
their onboard automatic identification systems
(AIS) are transmitting the proper information.
In particular, the alert says, the USCG is
MISSING TOWBOAT WORKER'S BODY
RECOVERED FROM OHIO RIVER
TROY - The body of a 20-year-old Syracuse, Ohio, man
who fell from a towboat in the Ohio River last week was
found Thursday near Troy.
Authorities believe Josh Harris accidentally fell from the
towboat Larry Tilley about 2 p.m. Tuesday.
An autopsy held in Louisville, Ky., Friday found only
minor post-mortem injuries, leading investigators to conclude
Harris drowned, County Coroner Darrel Riley said.
The victim was not wearing a lifejacket when he fell from
the towboat as it pushed 15 empty barges downstream
between Tell City and Troy.
Immediately after learning an employee had fallen
overboard, the towboat's pilot aimed the barges onto the
Indiana shore upstream from Troy's boat ramp and launched a
boat to search for the man.
Search crews from the Perry County Rescue Squad and
conservation officers from the Indiana Department of Natural
ROWAN ENTERS GUILTY PLEA
ON OFFSHORE ENVIRONMENTAL VIOLATIONS
[Source: Maritime Today, Oct. 10, 2007]
Rowan Companies, Inc. (NYSE:RDC) announced that,
pursuant to a plea agreement with the United States
Department of Justice (DOJ), it entered guilty pleas to three
felony counts in the United States District Court for the
Eastern District of Texas, in connection with environmental
violations related to maintenance and operations of the
offshore drilling rig Rowan-Midland during the period from
2002 through 2004. The Rowan-Midland was sold by the
company in January 2007.
Specifically, the Company pleaded guilty to:
— (i) causing the discharge of a pollutant, abrasive sandblast
media, into U.S. navigable waters, thereby violating the
Clean Water Act,
— (ii) failing to immediately report the discharge of waste
hydraulic oil into U.S. navigable waters, thereby violating
the Clean Water Act, and
— (iii) discharging garbage in violation of the Act to Prevent
Pollution from Ships.
As previously disclosed, the Company also agreed to fines
and environmental fund payments totaling $9 million, of which
$7 million is a fine and $2 million is a community service
payment to environmental funds designated by the DOJ. In
anticipation of such payments, those amounts were recognized as
a charge to the Company's fourth quarter earnings in 2006.
As part of the plea agreement, the Company will be
subject to unsupervised probation for two years, during which

concerned that some users are not "obtaining, registering and/or
properly entering their assigned 9-digit maritime mobile service
identity (MMSI) number into the devices."
The Coast Guard said that the National GMDSS Task
Force shares its concerns. "Statistics show that many mariners
in distress do not properly identify themselves nor provide a
precise location when radioing for help, which delays rescue
services in arriving at the scene quickly and providing the
assistance needed, "the Coast Guard said.
Resources worked into the night Tuesday and all day
Wednesday, using new side-scanning sonar units that create
digital pictures of underwater objects.
They also dragged the river Wednesday but found no sign
of the Harris. The search was halted Wednesday evening but
resumed the following morning.
Harris' body was found around 7:30 a.m. Thursday
floating off the Kentucky side of the river.
DNR First Sgt. Phil Schuetter, who oversaw search efforts,
said the discovery was made about eight-tenths of a mile
downstream from the boat ramp, suggesting Harris' body
surfaced sometime during the night and began floating
downstream in the light current.
Relatives of the victim watched search efforts unfold
Wednesday. Harris' aunt told The News her nephew worked
for Southern Towing, owner of the boat, about two years.
The towboat and crew left the area Wednesday after
detectives interviewed the crew, including a witness who said
he saw the victim in the water. Authorities suspect Harris was
pulled underneath by water surging around the towboat and
barges.
time the Company has agreed that it will commit no further
criminal violations of federal, state, or local laws or
regulations and continue to implement its comprehensive
Environmental Management System (EMS) in a continuing
effort to detect and deter future violations.
The plea agreement and guilty pleas are subject to
approval by the United States District Court for the Eastern
District of Texas.
Additionally, in connection with the plea agreement, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has approved a
compliance agreement with the Company, which, among
other things, contains a certification that the conditions giving
rise to the violations have been corrected. The Company
believes that if it fully complies with the terms of the
compliance agreement, it will not be suspended or debarred
from entering into or participating in contracts with the U.S.
Government or any of its agencies.
Six employees, two former employees and one retired
employee who were members of the crew of the Rowan-Midland
during the period from 2002 through 2004 also entered individual
pleas today in connection with this investigation.
"Today's events are in the best interests of Rowan, our
stockholders, our employees, and all of our respective
constituencies," said Danny McNease, Chairman and CEO of
Rowan Companies, Inc. "Rowan is committed to strict
environmental compliance and to raising industry standards
for environmental policies and procedures. These standards
are an integral part of Rowan's daily operations and will
continue to be so going forward."
"Training is an essential element of Rowan's EMS, and we
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are committed to providing all Rowan employees with the
necessary tools and knowledge needed to make environmental
compliance, along with safety, a fundamental part of our work
every day," Mr. McNease added. "We are serious about our
commitment to being the best in the business from both an
operational and an environmental standpoint."
[GCMA Comment: Training is a better alternative to a
$7,000,000 fine. We wonder when many “boat” companies
will wake up to this fact. An entire generation of lower-level
engineers has been deprived of formal training. Refer to
UPDATED GCMA “BROWN-LIST”
GCMA fields a significant number of complaints on
employment issues from lower-level mariners in as fair a
manner as possible. When a mariner gets a “raw deal” from
his employer we do what little we can to get to the bottom of
the problem. However, we are not and never have been a
labor union, and we have no formal contractual relationship
with any employer.
The vast majority of our “lower-level” mariners work as
“employees at will.” Unfortunately, this means that they do
not work under a labor contract negotiated through collective
bargaining that could control their conditions of employment
and provide proper machinery to resolve grievances. Without
such a contract, most of our mariners are “employees at will”
and can be fired or demoted at any time, for any reason
whatsoever whether fair or not. There is little recourse for
most of our mariners unless such termination is clearly illegal
– and only then with the help of an attorney. In addition,
some employers “black list” former employees and make it
difficult if not impossible for them to obtain another job. That
can be illegal if not done within the limits of the Fair Credit
Reporting Act. [Refer to GCMA Report #R-443, Black Listing
and the Fair Credit Reporting Act.]
When one of our mariners is mistreated, we take the matter
very seriously. As a mariners’ Association, we keep track of
these incidents. When our mariners look for a new job, we
want them to obtain jobs with employers who respect them
and will treat them fairly. We assign companies whose names
appear in our records as having mistreated one or more of our
mariners to our “Brown List.”
Mariners must make their own decisions about their
employers. As a service to dues-paying members of GCMA
(only) we can

GCMA Report #R-428, Rev.1. Oct. 23, 2006. Report to
Congress: The Forgotten Mariners. Maritime Education &
Training for Entry-Level Deck & Engine Personnel.]
To this end, the Company is working closely with the EPA
and the United States Coast Guard on a pilot program to
develop and implement best practices for conducting
sandblasting and painting activities of its offshore drilling oil
rigs. The pilot program has been launched on four Rowan rigs
in the Gulf of Mexico and the Company hopes to replicate this
model throughout its fleet.
inform you of some of the specific incidents that led us to
“Brown List” a company. Then you can decide whether you
want to learn the same lessons the hard way by working for
one of these “Brown Listed” companies. We can only tell our
mariners that those who fail to learn the lessons of History (as
recorded by other mariners) are destined to repeat them!
This month, we added the name of Martin Gas Marine to
GCMA’s “Brown List” at the request of four former
employees.
Brown Listed Companies:
● Abdon Callais Offshore.
● American River Transportation Co. (ARTCO)
● American Commercial Barge Lines (ACBL)
· BJ Services, Inc.
· Chet Morrison Contractors, Inc.
● Coastal Towing, LLC & TLC Marine Svc.
● Delta Towing.
● ENSCO.
● Five Bs Towing Inc.
● Frazier Towing
● Global Industries Offshore
● Gulf Pride Marine Service, Inc.
● Guidry Brothers/Harvey Gulf Marine
— Hornbeck Offshore Services
● L&M Botruc Rentals
● Maryland Marine
— Martin Gas Marine
● Stapp Towing
●Steel City Marine Transportation, Inc.
● Tidewater Marine
● Trico
— Versatility Marine
● Western Kentucky Navigation Company (WKN)
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REASON PREVAILS:
GCMA MASTER MARINER
WINS IN FEDERAL COURT AFTER
COAST GUARD ALJ WRECKS HIS CAREER
GCMA received the following letter from Capt. Joseph J.
Kinneary, PhD. dated Oct. 8, 2007. GCMA covered Captain
Kinneary’s case in GCMA Report #R-315-D, Rev. 1, Case #5
as one of the cases that the Coast Guard spared no expense to
win. ALJ Peter Fitzpatrick convicted Captain Kinneary and
delivered the “win” for the Coast Guard.
However, the “win” did not prevail when Captain
Kinneary’s case was presented to a “real” court. The story
was reported in the New York Daily News on Oct. 5.
Capt. Kinneary Expresses His Appreciation to GCMA
Dear Captain Block,
The attached (article) is self explanatory. I wish to thank
you personally and the Gulf Coast Mariners Association for
your support. I always felt if I could get this issue before a
jury of reasonable citizens there would be little doubt as to the
outcome. I thank God every day that I live in a Country
where the amoral exercise of power and the rule of ignorance
can eventually be obstructed. My only regret is that due to
legal technicalities I was unable to bring the US Coast Guard
before the jury.
Sincerely,
Captain Joseph J Kinneary, Ph.D
CITY PEEVED AS FIRED BLADDER-SHY
CAPTAIN WINS 225G
By Thomas Zambito staff writer, New York Daily News
A former sludge boat captain's bashful bladder has won
him $225,000 from the city.
A Manhattan Federal Court jury found that Joseph
Kinneary, 54, was wrongly fired because a condition called
paruresis prevented him from peeing into a cup at a random
drug test in 2001.

His inability to urinate on cue cost Kinneary his captain's
license in 2003, and the Department of Environmental Protection canned him a year later. The case marked the first time a
federal judge has recognized paruresis as a disability covered
under the Americans with Disabilities Act and it is believed to
be the first time that a jury has weighed in on the issue.
But city attorneys contend paruresis isn't a federally
recognized disability and said they are considering an appeal
of Friday's verdict.
Kinneary's lawyer Ambrose Wotorson said his client even
tried drinking three quarts of water for the December 2001
test but still couldn't urinate.
"It's not that he refused, "Wotorson said. "He couldn't, and
he had doctors' notes saying so."
Some 17 million people suffer from the social anxiety
disorder, which is also called pee-shy and shy-bladder,
according to the Maryland-based International Parurests
Association.
City attorney Patricia Miller said, "The jury sided with a
sympathetic plaintiff and gave him a second chance.
However, the federal regulations state that a urine drug test is
required. Safety is of utmost importance and, to protect the
public; captains must pass random drug tests."
Kinneary did pass hair, blood and saliva drug tests, but
the city said the federal license requires a urine test.
"All personnel that refuse the federally mandated random
drug test must be immediately removed from safety-sensitive
positions, such as captain of a vessel, "said city attorney
Cindy Switzer.
Kinneary, who spent nearly 30 years as a merchant
marine, wants his $62,000-a-year city job back, as well as the
$8,000 per year he made in overtime.
He's been working as a biology teacher at a girls Catholic
high school near his Suffolk County home and teaches
classes at SUNY Farmingdale.
[GCMA COMMENT: Congress is holding hearings on
October 17th to determine why the Merchant Marine has
a personnel shortage. A review of GCMA Report #R315-C provides some pretty convincing answers to this
question – as do articles in this Newsletter.]
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Lafourche Merchant Marine
Training Services, Inc.
Offers you the courses you need!

License upgrades, radar and celestial endorsements
help you stay at the top of your career!
Let Lafourche Merchant Marine meet your training needs. Here’s
a sample of our Courses:
·500/1600 Gross Ton Master or Mate prep class
·100/200 Gross Ton Master/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
·Upgrade 100 Gross Ton Master to 200 Gross Ton Master/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
·Radar Observer/Radar renewal /USCG-STCW approved (testing done
on site)
·Able Bodied Seaman/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
·Celestial Navigation 200/500/1600/STCW Gross Ton/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
·Basic Safety Training/STCW-approved/USCG-approved (testing done
on site)
Ù The following modules are available: Elementary First Aid and
CPR, Personnel Safety and Social Responsibility.
·Visual Communications (Flashing Light)/ STCW-approved/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
·Shipboard Coordinator (Fishing Industry)/USCG-approved (testing
done on site)
·American Red Cross First Aid and CPR/USCG-approved
·Master of Towing Vessels/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
Assistance with U.S. Coast Guard paperwork $75.00 per
consultation. This service is only $30.00 for those enrolled in
LMMTS courses.

CALL US AND ENROLL NOW.

LAFOURCHE MERCHANT MARINE TRAINING SERVICES, INC.
4290 Hwy 1
Raceland, LA 70394

PHONE: (985) 537-1222
FAX: (985) 537-1225

READ MORE ABOUT OUR
“BREAKING NEWS” STORY
On Page 22….
Captain Joe Kinneary wrote a book about his life and
career that Coast Guard Administrative Law Judge Peter
Fitzpatrick irreparably damaged by his “Win at any cost”
interpretation of the drug-testing regulations.
Jack Simpson highlighted Captain Kinneary’s story in
the Waterways Journal. We touched on it in GCMA
Report #R-315-C.
Captain Kinneary is a valued professional and GCMA
member. We recommend that our mariners read Captain
Kinneary’s book titled:
THE GOOD LORD HATES A COWARD
ISBN 0-9766676-0-6
Available From:
JK Marine
P.O. Box 502
East Northport, NY 11731
(631) 858-1886
Or your local bookseller
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GULF COAST MARINERS ASSOCIATION
P. O. BOX 3589
HOUMA, LA 70361-3589
PHONE: 985-879-3866
Email: info@gulfcoastmariners.org
Website: www.gulfcoastmariners.org
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The Voice for Mariners
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